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OPEN? t4G RENARKS

Ted Kowalski, Moderator

This is the second annual neeting of the Fishing Vessel Safety
Bureaus Association. l would like to express our thanks to the United
States Coast Guard snd the National Sea Grant College Prograe for
providing the support and encouragement for our work. Qe are grateful
to the Coast Guard for hosting this meeting.

Our oh!ectives are the sane ae stated last year: "to coordinate
and discuss fishing vessel safety research, disseeinete our work to
fishereen, snd provide help to federal and other agencies so that
their actions smay reduce the various problees of fishing vessel
safety."

Now l have the pleasure to introduce hdnirel Gracey, Cosseandsnt
of the Coast Guard, who graciously agreed to welcoae participants to
this conference and by his presence express the Coast Guard's great
interest in fishing vessel safety.



IIlTRO DUCT ION

Admiral J.S. Grecey
U.S. Coast Guard

I would like to thank Dr. Kowalski for fnviting me here today to
talk to you on such an important matter es fishing vessel safety. I
see from the cross-section of industry and government representatives
here today that we all feel the same wsy; fishing vessel safety is
important.

Pishfng vessel safety is of greet personal concern to me. This
fs one of the reasons why I recommended to the Secretary oi
Transportation that the Coast Guard develop fishing vessel safety
initiarfves. Let me briefly describe how we got there.

Earlier this year, the Secretary of Transportatfon established a
transportation safety teak force to look into non-highway-related
areas where safety could be fmproved. 'Me took a look and noted that
ftshfng vessels have the poorest safety record. The loss rate for
fishing vessels, based on vessel population, averaged about seven
vessels per 1,000 vessels between 1970-1983. This is on the order of
ffve times that of U.S. oceangoing cargo ships end three times that of
U.S. oceangoing tenkshfps. This loss rate equates to the highest
vessel loss rate of any segment of the U,S. llerchent Narfne. Pishing
vessel casualtfes also result in an average loss of 87 lives annually.
This annual death rate is seven times greeter then the national
average for ell types of U.S. industry groups. Our 1983 casualty
statistics reveal that although the number of vessel losses declined
over the previous year, they were still above the average for the
previous five years. In 1983, founderfng, ef ther through flooding or
capsfxing, accounted for 104 vessel losses, or 41 percent of the
total. In 1983, there was a significant increase fn the number of
reported fatalities. Petelfties rose to 111, up from 72 in 1981 end
66 in 1982.  The increase fs largely due to the greater number of
deaths occurrfng in Alaskan waters. The most notable of these are the
14 deaths resulting from the losses of the fishing vessels Americue
and Altair.! So you see, there is need for improvement.

Baaed upon what we found, we put together a program aimed at
improving the safety record of this class vessel. In Pebruary I
recommended to the Secretary s two-pronged approach to reducing the
number of casualties: a voluntary vessel standards program end e
mandated educetione1 program. Because of input from industry end
their wfllingness to assist in the development of our safety programs,
I have' !ust recently recommended to the Secretary that we pursue e
safety awareness program aimed directly et the fishermen, using safety
guides to convey the message instead of a mandatory educational
program. The voluntary vessel standards program will continue es
orfgfnally planned.

As you may be aware, Redm Lusk, chief of the Office of merchant
marine Safety, established a task force to implement our safety



fnitfatfves. Sfnce ft wss established, task force personnel have hs~
the opportunfty to visit snd solicit input froa the fishing vessel
safety centers located at the University of Rhode Island, Florida
Institute of Technology, and the Unlversfty of Vashington at Seattle
They have also discussed our safety fnftfatives vfth representatives
froa other governaent agencfes such ss NOAA/Ses Grant and the Hstion 1
Marine Fisheries Service, and industry organizations such as the
National Federation of Ffsheraen, Texas Shrfap Association, Psciffc
Seafood Assocfatfon, Horth Pacific Vessel Owner's hssocistion,
National Council on Fishing Vessel Safety and Insurance, Tuna goat
hssociatfon, and insurance brokers, underwrfters, and surveyors froa
all parts of the country. I aa delfghted to hear that our proposed
safety initiatives have been well received by all interested parties.
They are willing to work with us in developing voluntary standards sr 0
safety guides on a national level. A truly cooperative effort.

Of course the CoasC Guard are not the only ones fnterested in
fishing vessel safety. Industry at the local snd regional level has
taken the initiative to faprove safety. I support and encourage these
efforts. Meetfngs and conferences such as this gives the Coast Guard,
other governaent agencies, snd industry the opportunity to exchange
ideas concerning areas of actual concern.

The Coast Guard wants to be responsive to the needs of fndustry.
For exsaple, at last year's conference soae iteas were left unre-
solved, one of which was providing s stabilfty deaonstration nodal for
the established fishing vessel safety centers. I aa pleased to say
that we have taken the necessary steps to have two such aodels buflt.
These aodels will be loaned ta the ffshfng vessel safety centers st
the Florida Institute of Technology snd the Vnfvursfty of Vashfngton.
They will be used in their ongoing safety seatnsrs.

The tfas is right for industry aad the governasnt to pool
resources and to pull together to faprove the ssfeCy record of fishing
vessels � a grass roots effort without govutnaent dictating what aust
be done. The beneff ts to be derived froa such s cooperatfve efforC
are sany. If the progaa fs properly developed and iapleasnted,
insurance rates should go down. The Coast Guard will spend lese tfas
on search and rescue efforts and casualty investfgatioas, and fisher
aen will be able to increase revenue daa to less tine lost because of
equfpaent aalfunctfons aad the like. Hors faportantly, however, less
lives and ptoperty will be lost. Our success relies heavily upon the
cooperation of sll segsants of industry and governasnt. 'Ve aust be
willing to participate and assist where possible. Thank you.



IHPORTAHCE OF FISHING VESSEL SAFETY: SEA GRAHT VIEVPOIHT

Hed Oscenso
Director, National Sea Grant College Progrsn

Ic has been s year since nsny of you first net fn Vashington,
O.C., to address the issue of fishing vessel safety. Since then, you
net again fn Vaehfngton in April snd then in Florida in Hsy for an
international conference on the design and construction of comerciel
fishing vessels.

It is good co see che continuetiou of such metings, which bring
together the collective energies of individuals counicted to reducing
unnecessary hasards st saa. Lives are at stake, end ft is encouraging
co see nore people involved in, snd nore attention focused on,
inproving vessel safety.

For over 11 years, the National Sea Grant College Prograu hes
been actively fnvolved in fishing vessel safety through research,
education, and Harine Advfsory Services projects.

The National Office continues its position of endorsing worth-
vhile pro!acts in vessel safety, fundiug research that is conpetftive
with other local and regional Sea Grant needs. Research has been
conducted fn several erase, prinsrily vessel stability, vessel
seakindliness, snd vessel fuel efficiency.

Through our Marine Advisory Services division � or perhaps s
better description would be our extension conponenc-~e encourage
~ ctivfcfes by narine extension personnel to help their constituencies
to be sensitive to and aware of safety requfremnts.

Sea Grant support in this very inportant area bas led to
establishnent of what we call fishing vessel safety' centers. These
are currently being operated through Sea Grant progrsus sc the
University of Vsshlngcon, the University of Rhode Island, and the
University of Florida and Florida Institute of Technology. These
centers are belpfng to develop, at least on a regional basis,
visibility for the inporcance of vessel esfacy efforts. You' ll be
hearing nore about these casters fron Sruce Adee, Tsd Kowalski, and
John Sainsbury shortly.

Pron the nerine extension viewpoint, there sre several other Sea
Grant program fnvolved in vessel safety projects besides Florfde,
Rhode Island, and Qashfngton. These include prograns in Alaska,
Heine, Hessschusette, Oregon, South Carolina, Virgfnfa, and Texas,
which have been sccfve fn conducting research and holdfng workshops on
vessel safety. Philip Cabill, of the Virginia Sea Grant College
Progran, will be telling you nore about a safety course in gear
hend!ing that he has been conductfng, snd Cliff Goudey, of HIT Ses
Grant, has sem news for you about a bulbous bow retrofit in fishing
vessels.

Ons of the larger nerine extension efforts currencly under way is
tha Heriner Reporting Progran, or NAREP, which is operated in
con!unction with the National Heather Service. HAREP is designed to
integrate nsrine users, especially conaercial fishermn, into weather



fotecasting. Fisher«en at ses call in weather observations back to
their local port or a Sea Grant college radio station. Information
from these fndividual reports is passed on to the regional National
Weather Service forecasting office, where it fs used to develop the
next forecast. Sixteen coastal and Great Lakes states are now
participating in tIAREP.

We have also seen over the past year s growth fn the number of
publfcations being made available to the public and interested
organizations. The newsletter of the National Concfl of Fishfng
Vessel Safety and Insurance fs keeping readers up-to-date on new
develop«ants and legis1atfon in the field,

Insuring a vessel represents a «a/or operating cost for today' s
commercial fisherman, but until recently the chances of his being able
to understand exactly what he was paying for were re«ote. This
situation hae been f«proved with the issuance in 1984 of the booklet
"A Commercial Ffsherman's Guide to Narine Insurance and Law" by
Dennis Nixon of the Rhode Island Sea Grant Progra«. Fishermen can now
turn to this publication for informmtfon on how to aafntsin a safe and
a profitable operation,

Dewayne Hollin of the Texas A 6 H Sea Grant Program will be
talking to you later fn tha day about a user survey done of hfs 1982
publicatfon "Safety at Ses: A Guide for Fishing Vessel Owners and
Operators."

When we got together last November, I had said that I hoped for
two things: s sharing of what we know and an understanding of what
needs to be done and who ia best able to do it I think that we are
well on our wsy. There is a spfrit of cooperatfon here that needs to
be nurtured. For its part, the National Sea Grant College Program
re«sins cosusftted to supporting work fn this vital area of fishing
vessel safety.



THE FTSHING VESSEL SAFETY BUREAU AT THE UHIVERSITT OF RHODE ISLAND

Ted Kowalski
Professor, Depsrtnent of Ocean Engineering

1! inclining experinent prior to the start of the conversion
2! m>nitoring weight of equipuent snd structure reuovsl and addition
3! inclining experiuent after the coupletion of the conversion
4! taking the offsets of the hull in a drydock.

Figure 1 shows the resultant CZ curves together with the uininun
recoamnded INO curve. It shows that the stability of the converted
vessel satisfies the uiniswn II%> curve. The angle of vanishing
stability was, however, reduced by about five degrees. This is the
result of reduced freeboard. The changes in displsceuent, draft,
tria, snd  Ã are shown in Figure 1 for conditions before and after the
conversion.

The moor weight changes included the following:

added weights
steel plates for rubbing strake at
towing winches � 8 2,300!
doors � 8 1,600!
net druus, nets, and lines
deck non-slip tiles
concrete ballast
ice in fish tanks at departure

5,300 lbs.
4,600 lbs.
3,200 lbs.

12,000 lbs.
3,200 lbs.

12,000 lbs.
30,000 lbs.

the stern

renoved weights
swell winch end aotor
ice naker

300 lbs.
730 P.bs.

The University of Rhode Island Safety Bureau has been
investigating the problen of the ccmversion of Gulf shriap boats to
New England draggers. There has been a substantial influx of Golf
shriep boats into New England waters in the last few years because of
the cheaper price of such boats,

Safety probleus arise due to the top weight added in the
canversion and to the Nre hostile environnent of the 'North ht!.antic
waters. The additional top weight hss to be conpensated by ballast,
resulting in a reduction of freeboard. This reduces the area under
the GZ curve, decreasing the dynanic stability of the vessels.

The conversion is done, east of the tine, according to the
owner's wishes. No prior design is drawn up nar calculations of
stability or strength aada. The basis of conversiou is the owner's or
boatyard's experience and a feeling of what is or looks right. The
conversion is done one step at a tine, uostly by trial snd error, ta
achieve the desired tria. No check on the propulsive efficiency of
the changes is aade.

The Safety Bureau arranged to foliar one such conversion and
kept a check on the stability of the boat. The study included:
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COtlNENTS

Piche: As a fishing vessel loads up at sea, the angle of naxinun
righting am uill stay the sane � that is, about 25 degrees--but
the range of stability vill drop rapidly to about 40 degrees or
less. It is inportant to have all loading conditions investi-
gated. The condition at departure nay give the operator a false
sense of security. An investigation should look at the uorst
possible actions the fisheraan can take uith his equipnent snd
assess the stability isLplicstions of these actions.

Adee: The Gulf shrimp boats have Iouer L/8 snd 8/T ratios than
conpsrsble boats, and therefore their transverse stability is
inherently louer.



THE FISHING VESSEL SAFETY BUREAU AT THE UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON

Bruce H. Adee
Director, Ocean Engineering Program

First let me say that a Fishing Industry Safety and Health
Conference vhich vill be held in Seattle on December 14 fs being put
together by fndustry for the industry.

The University oi Washington Ffshfng Vessel Safety Bureau has tvo
major ongoing pro]ects: the reconstruction of cspsfzing scenarios snd
model testing of radio-controlled capsize models, From this work, ve
have learned several things. Vessels that capsize are generally over-
loaded, with low freeboard and lov range of stability. They have high
fnitisl GHs, vith maxfmums occurring as lov ss 10-15 . Initial
stiffness gives a false sense of securfty. Host vessels are found to
be veil short of IHO gufdelfnes. Previous inclinfng date cannot be
extrapolated, even among sfster ships. A deadweight survey is a
requirement, as a minimum, for vessels in a class.

There may be s change fn stability vith vessels over time, Ships
with light ship weight of approximately 200 tons shou growth of 30
tone over the years. Conversfons for other fisheries are treated as
mechanical changes, without regard for stabflity changes.

Operations prsct fees are critical. Vessels have traveled for
four to five hours snd then turned and capsIzed. Fisherman on the
West Coast often turn stern to seas and need to learn not to do that.
In head seas they will not capsize.

A mathematical theory hss been developed for the action of vster-
on-deck. Ships may be gettfng vater on deck ss soon ss they reach s
10 roll.

In general, full power snd hard-over rudder are used to try Co
avofd cspsfze. These tend to aggravate capsfze. A better tactic fs
to cut pover snd move rudder amidshfps. Some captsfne have clafmed
that their vessels capsized «hen the autopilot failed hard-over, even
though they vere "properly loaded." We are investigating the
possibility of capsize even though the IHO crf teria sre met. If the
rudder is shifted violently, capsize msy occur, especfslly «hen free
surface effect is present.

Some salmon fishery processors are offerfng a price bonus ff fish
ere landed fn chf1.led water rather than ice. Some small vessels are
putting the largest tanks possible fn their holds, without regard for
any stabilf ty effect.
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Johnson: h nunber of casualties occur vith stern into sea � is this
connon practica7

Plebe: A oueber of publications recoaeend that if you get into
trouble, run vith the seas.

Cahill: Host fishernen run with the seas only while eating. In
trouble, they vill try to head into the sea, One problen is that
autopilot is not synchronised vith sea conditions and can nake a
wrong turn.

Harrison: There is a rule for anti-cyclonic stores in the Northern
Nenisphere � put the atom on tbe starboard quarter and in that
vay vork away fron it.



THE FISHIHG VESSEL SAFETY BUREAU AT THE PLORIDA IHSTITUTE OP
T ECHHOLOGY

John C. Sainsbury
Professor, Departaent of Ocean Engineering

There has been sons interesting research on a scallop vessel tha
capsized while coning into harbor. This research was funded by
Florida See Grant. The nester's thesis that describes the analysis
done on the scallop vessel was published in SNAHE South East Section.
The study noted that, given the price of fuel, fuel loads are low, an
on arrival ships will be at very low fuel. 'Mhen vessels are st sea,
outriggers are down. Sons ships have cone in, raised the outriggers,
and capsised. Others have capsised In a turn, or t'un aground snd los
enough stability to capsize. Docuaentation of the analysis is in the
published paper, but programs are available on Apple Conputer. They
are in the public donain and will be provided if one sends four blank
disks.

The funding fron Sea Grant for the Vessel Safety Bureau is
ending. FIT is forning a Fisheries Engineering progran which will
continue the vessel safety work.



LIABILITY ISSUES INVOLVED IN THE OPERATION OP UNIVERSITY PISHING
VESSEL SAFETY BUREAUS

Dennis M. Nixon
Assfstant professor of Narine Affairs, University of Rhode Island

Nicholas Trot t Long
General Counsel, University of Rhode Island

 Paper submitted by Nixon and Long; presented at the conference by
Nixon!

The sub!set of fishfng vessel safety hfstorfcslly hss not
received significant attentton from the academic community. Since
l982, however, three institutions, the University of Rhode Isand, the
Untversity of Vashfngton, and the Plorfda Institute of Technology,
have begun to explore this area vtth support from the National Ses
Grant Program.

This vill be a revfev of some critical liability issues fnherent
fn the operation of s university-sponsored fishing vessel safety
bureau. They sre examined tn two stages. First are the questions of
liability arising out of the nature of the services performed. That
is, 1iabilfty problems inherent in the professions of marine surveytng
snd naval architecture. Second are the special legal concerns related
to fnstitutfonal liability for the acta of its employees and others
"acting on fts behalf.

Last year, ill lives and 242 vessels vere lost in fishing
accidents. On a per capita basis, commercial fishing ts seven tines
more hsxsrdous than shoreside fndustrfal work. The U.S. Coast Guard
Fishing Vessel Safety Initisttve msy improve matters, but it cannot
succeed vtthout a broad base of research support. The university
safety bureaus csn and should contrfbute their expertise to provide
toe information the fndustry needs to operate more safely. Some risk
is slvsys present «hen professional opinions are rendered on a sub]ect
as complex as vessel stabflity, but, when prudently managed, those
risks sre not more serious than the others vhich universities
routfnely assume.

First, let us deal vfth liability of marine surveyors and naval
architects. The legal responsibility of s marine surveyor or naval
architect can be stated qufte stmply: it is the oblfgation to use due
care in performing his professional tasks. It can also be stated fn
terms of an obligation to perform professtonally at s level equal to
or above that of the generally accepted standards of performance tn
the industry. Failure to meet this responsibility is called negli-
gence. In determining whether a person hss used due care, a court
vill look to what fs customary and usual fn the practice of surveying.
Important evidence of «hat is customary snd usual csn be found fn
published design guidelines and standards generally accepted as valid
by the fndustry. Regarding fishing vessels, relevant guidelines vould



include the minimum recommendatfons for fishing vessels given in the
Coast Guard pamphlet NVC 3-76 and the INO publicatfon Resolution
Anl6S/ES IV. If there is s substantial deviation from good surveying
prsctfce, and ff an accident is a direct result of a defect not
revealed in the survey which would have been revealed but for the
deviation, the damages caused will be chargeable to the surveyor. The
word "damages," in this sense, is a legal term of art. It represents
an effort by a court to arrive at a dollar value for everything, from
lost fishing time to loss of life, which occurs as a result of the
negligence fn question.

Mhat kind of negligence can lead to liability? In the case of
Krohnert v. Yacht S stems Hawaif, 664 Pe2d 738  Hawaii App, 1983!, a
surveyor inspected a wooden sailfng vessel for a prospective purchaser
and found no ma]or problems. Shortly thereafter, the new owner of the
vessel began experiencing some dffficulties wfth the boat and hsd it
surveyed again. The later inspection revealed that most of the under-
water planks and frames were rotten, most of the iron fastenings were
corroded away, and some frames vere ao soft they could be broken by
hand. The court held that the first surveyor was negligent in not
findfng the defects, and the surveyor had to pay damages equal to the
differences between the purchase price of the vessel and its salvage
value.

A recent case from the federal court in California illustrates
how the principles of neglfgence are applicable to naval archf tects
and vessel stability. Df ilia ham Tu 6 Bar e v. Collier Carbon and
Chemical, 548 F.Supp, 691 N,D. Cal. 1981, involved the sinking of a
barge befng towed from Texas to Oregon. It had been recently
modf ffed, and the naval architecture ffrm of Nickum snd Spaulding had
been retained to calculate the barge's seakeeping ability after its
modificatfons. The Salvage Association of London was then hired to
check the work of Nickum and Spaulding and petform fts own survey.
Despite these precautions, the vessel foundered snd the owner brought
suit. The court found both aurveyors neg1fgent, Nickum and Spaulding
made errors in their cslculatione and failed to advise the barge owner
that their work was incomplete. The Salvage Association was lfable
because it dfdn't catch Nickum snd Spauldfng's errors.

Both Nfckum and Spaulding and the Salvage hssocfation are
respected as organisatfons with substantial experience fn naval
architecture and marine engfneering. Hence, even the best fires can
make serious and costly mistakes. The lesson fs simple: when
calculating the stability of vessels headed offshore, there is 1fttle
margin for error.

Some surveyors and naval archftects have attempted to use
disclaimers or exculpatory contract clauses in an effort to protect
themselves from liability. These efforts have been largely
nnnn ~ I l. In th ~pl Ill I, the I ltmt n "Iln p I t"

part of the contract.

The Selvage Assocfation London believes that the
surveyor appointed by them is fully competent to
carry out this survey but the resultant certifi-
cate will be fssued on the express condition that
neither the Salvage Association London nor the
surveyor shall in any circumstances be responsible
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or lfable to any person for aay act or omission,
default or aegligence of the surveyor fn the con-
duct of the survey or the contents of the certifi-
cate or for any situation or event which may occur
subsequent to this feeue of the cert ff feats.

The court ruled the clause contrary to publfc policy and refused to
enforce it. It cited the Supreme Court, whfch observed in Bisso v.
Idle 6 9 ter Cor ., 349 II.S, 95. 25 S.dt. 629, 99 I.rd. 911751955
that exculpatory clauses are faherently suspect and should be
invalidated when necessary to discourage negligence or to protect
those in need of goods or services from being overreached by others
who have grossly unequal bargaiafng powere

A similar disclaimer wae examined by the court in Creat American
Insurance Com sn v. Bureau Veritss, 388 F.Supp. 999  S
Bureau Verftas fe s wel1-known classification society, whfch develops
construction standards for vessels snd then fnepecte the vessels oa a
periodic beefs throughout their working life. Their standard dfe-
clsimer read:

The Bureau Verftss declines any responsibility for
errors of judgment, mistakes or negligence which
may be coamitted by its techafcal or administrative
staff or by its agents.

The court threw out the clause on the grounds that it was too broad
aad contrary to public policy.

The Krohnert decision, discussed earlier, fs one of the few
modern cases in which an exculpatory clause wse, at least in theory,
upheld. It read:

This report fs issued sub!ect to the condition that
ft is uaderstood and agreed that neither their
offfce nor any surveyor or any employee thereof ie
under any circumstances whateoever to bs held
responsible in sny way for aay error fn !udgment,
default or negligence nor for any inaccuracy,
omfesion, misrepresentation or misstatement in this
report and chat the ues of this report shall be
construed to be an acceptance of foregofng
conditions.

The surveyor argued that where the parties are of equal bargaining
power and the language of the clause fs clear and unambiguous, an
exculpatory clause should be upheld. The court agreed in principle
but reached the same result as the other decfefons by finding that the
clause was not enforceable fn this case, The court ru1ed that for an
exculpatory clause to be enforced ft must be shown that the parties
clearly and unequivocally agreed to the disclafmer with knowledge of
ite content. Since the surveyor made ao meatioa of an exculpatory
clause prior to doing the survey, the court ruled that the surveyor
faf led to meet his burden of showing that the boat owner clearly and
unequivocally agreed to the disclaimer.

The Krohnert case provides gufdsnce on how a disclaimer might
prOSride SOme prateCtiOn. Instead Of being plaCed ae fine print at the
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bottom of a survey report, the dfeclafmer should be one nf the first
things fn the report and should be in bold print. A signed
acknowledgment of the disclaimer would obviously be helpful as veIl.
Although such clauses are generally dfsfavored by the courts, they may
still provfde some protection under tbe right circumstances vben
rendering stabflfty snd safety reports, Since ft is the attempt to
avoid respanafbilfty for one's neglfgence vbfch offends most courts,
ft fs vfae not to try ft at sll. Rather, the dfsclafmer should focus
on the limits of the service offered, emphasizing that tbe opinion to
be rendered is only that. If the opinion will be based on only a
partial survey, that should be noted, and if the service fs ta be
rendered prfmarf ly by persons fn training, such sa graduate students,
that should be noted ae «ell.

Second, there fs lfsbflfty of university employees fn fishing
vessel safety bureaus. Three addftionsl legal concepts are to be
canefdered if the marine surveyora end naval archftects dfscuased
shave are also state unfvecsfty employeea: they are indemnity,
res ardeat auier far, and sovereign immunity.

The moat important of the three for the employee is the doctrine
of Indemnity. This doctrine provfdee that an employer agrees to
assume all costs of defending a lawsuit brought against the employee
eo long as tbe employee vas acting within the scope of hfs employment
at the time the allegedly negligent act was committed. At the
Unfversfty af Rhode Island, the policy of indemnity far employees fs
very broad and comprehensive.

A closely related doctrine is that of res ondeat au erior, or
"1st the master answer." Because the person bringing the lawsuit wf.ll
recognfse that the institution hes the "deep pockets," be «fll mast
likely sue the institution as vei I es the individual employee. The
doctrine says that the master fa respanafble for the acts of bfs
servanTs, and the modern parallel fa the employer and employee.
Indeed, the retfonaIe for many indemnification palfcfes fs the
understanding on the part of the employer that the fnstitutfon vill be
~ di y i d ti ~dr.~vi d ti dthtiy
agreeing to indemnify their emplovees they crn require that the
employee will cooperate fn the de.ense sf' the case.

The concept of aoveref;,n immunity derfves from the divine rfght
of kings. Sfnce the saverefgn wa~ incapable of dofng any vrong, there
«auld be na pafnt fn holding e trial «hfch cauld only � ss a matter of
law--confirm that fact. Somehow this notion eurvf ved the establf sh-
ment of our nstfan and its constitution, and remains alive, though fn
ill health, around the country today. In Plarfda the legislature hss
abrogated the doctrine to the pafnt of admitting that the state could
be wrong, but only to the amount af SIOO,OOO per person and $200,000
per incident. Rhode Island, no doubt reflecting its relsrfve poverty,
bes legislated a potentfel acknowledgment of fault up to the amount of
$50,000. Hovever, st least one federal /udge in Rhode Island hss
ruled that the Unfversfty of Rhode '!eland fs not a part of the State
for the purposes of aoverefgn fmmunfty  Vanlsarhaven vs. Newman, 564
P,Supp. 145 [D.R.I. 1983]!. The State of Vashfngton simply got rfd of
this nonsense some time ago.

To conclude, a unfversfty employee performing safety evaluations
on fishing vessels, like anyone slee performing a professional
service, vill be found negligent ff he falls to use due care fn the
performance of his reeponsfbflf ties. Exculpatory clauses, «hfcb seek
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to contract away responsibility for negligence, are viewed with
extreme disfavor by most courts. Clearly worded disclaimers, however,
can have a positive tmpsct in limiting ltabtlity tf they fairly
outline what and what not the other party ts getting for the fee paid.

Where negIigence is proven, and causation extsts between the
neglt~'-nce and the incident for whtch damages are claimed, the
untversity employee acting within the scope of his duties is not
without protection, ~Ras ondaat superior and indemnity will likely
free the employee of individual liability, and sovereign immunity may
limtt the liability of the institution.

There can be substantial liability associated with the operation
of s university fishing vessel safety bureau. But, wtth adherence to
tndustry standards, proper training, and proper supervision of
personnel, these risks do not represent an unreasonable burden on
operations snd should not deter the further development of the ftshtng
vessel safety bureau concept.
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U.S. COAST GUARD PISHING VESSEL SAFETY INITIATIVES

Cs pts In Gordon PIche
U.S. Coast Guard

Good afternoon, I sm Captafn Gordon Pfchk, the Coast Guard's
Pishfng Vessel Safety Initiatives Team Manager.

The Coast Guard's Office of Merchant Narine Safety in its "Fiscal
Year 1987-91 Commercial Vessel Safety Operating Program Plan" proposed
s goal to reduce the number of uninspected commercial fishing vessel
casualties by not less that 10 percent by 1991 without a net increase
in the current. level of overall resources. This goal was later
proposed to the Department of Transportation Safety Task Poce for a
departmental safety initfative. The basic concept of the inftiatfve
was endorsed by the Secretary' of Transportation.

The need for such a program is suggested by the casualty
sta t Is t ice:

~ Vessel losses averaged over 250 per year between 1981 and 1983,
whfch is a jump from the ten years previous, where losses ranged
between 150 and 200 vessels each year.

~ Fishing vessel Loss rates are ffve to seven times that of U.S.
oceangoing cargo ships. Lloyd's Register of Shipping lists 24
U.S. comsercfal vessels as lost during 1983; 15 of these were
fishing vessels and only 2 were cargo vessels. The remainder
were towboats, with one drillshfp.

~ The casualty death rate for fisheraen is seven times the national
average for 11 industry groups  twice that for mfners!. In 1983,
the number of accident-related deaths jumped to 111 from 66 fn
1982 and 72 in 1981. In the ten-year period from 1970 to 1980,
accident-related deaths averaged 103 per year.

Tony Hart wfll fully review the Coast Guard casualty statistics fn hfs
presentation.

Thfs recent fncrease fn deaths and vessel Losses hss created whet
has been termed the "fnsurance crisfs" fn the U.S. commercial fishing
f1eet. The Office of Nerchant Narine Safety established s small team
to study the problem and is developing a suggested voluntary program
for commercial fishing vessel standards and personnel safety awareness
and educatfon.

The team is involving the ffshing vessel community to the fullest
extent possible. We have visited New England, Florfds, the Gulf,
Washington, and Alaska fn addItion to the Washington, U.C., ares, as
well as interest groups and government agencies. Team members have
dfscussed the proposed program and solicited input, advice, snd
recommendations from fishermen's associations, NOAh/Ses Grant fishing



vessel safety centers, fishfng vessel designers snd builders, marine
surveyoes, insurance/underwriter groups, the National Narfae Pfsheries
Service, HOAA marine advisory services, our own dfstrfct and field
mits, and many of you sitting in this room. Me sre trying to reach
anyone who has an fnterest in fishing vessel safety, This contact fs
being made early in the development of the program.

A first cut at what the vessel standards should address has
already been gfven. The standards would probably be published as s
navigation and vessel inspection circular  NVIC!. They would be aimed
at the designer, builder, modiffer, etc., and be technical fn nature.
They would be used in those areas where the Coast Guard has the
expertise and a history of published standards  fice protection,
navigation, life saving!. Where «e traditionally adopt other agency
standards  hull constructfon, machfnery, etc.!, those standards «ould
be identified aad recommended. The oae gray sees is stabilfty. Hach
information and many criteria have been geneeated on the subject.
but the truth of the matter is there is no handy-dandy formula for
fishing vessels of the size snd hull form prevaleat throughout the
U.S. fishing industry. We are oi the opinion that somethfag is better
than nothing, so we will take our best cut at s stability assessment
procedure and emphasize the limitation of it. Bob Letourneau vill
discuss some aspects of small-vessel stability that the Coast Guaed is
t a ckl ing.

The safety awareness/crew education part of the program is aimed
directly at the ffshermn. Qe envision producing a safety guide, oe a
series of these guides, which parallel the topics in the vessel
standards but aee presented in a way which the msn on the boat can
use. The guides would be mostly pictures and diageams depfcting
safety considerations with !ust a few ~ords to clarify aad emphasize
the topic. Distribution of the guides «ill be key to the
effectiveness of the program. The districts and local unite, through
their various coatacts as well as the fishing vessel safety centers,
%0AA marine advisory programs, ffsheemen's associstfons, and
underwriters and surveyors, can circulate the gufdes and encourage
their use. We are now workiag with the @orth Pacific Fishing Vessel
0«ner's Associatfoa to explote the feasibility of combining efforts
aad resources in developiag and publishing safety guides.

Purther, we will encourage the fishing vessel safety centers snd
other private institutions to use the safety guides as the outline foe
a forml course that could be offered to fishermen either as one- or
twomeek residential workshops or in night classes. The safety guides
would then becom the course notes that the fisherman takes back to
his vessel.

Qe were informally considering the desirability of legislation to
require the person fn charge of navigation or control of any fishing
vessel between 50 aad 200 gross tons to complete a foaml safety
course approved by the Coast Guard.

Based on what has been learned from the various meetings, we have
eecommended to the Comaandant to remove any mandatory requieemsnts
from the Coast Guaed Safety Initfatives. As you heard this morning,
he has accepted our recordation snd is forwarding it on to the
Secretary of Transportation. Pursufng mandatory personnel
certification would lead to opposition from industey and possibly
other government' agencies. The focus of attention and industry
efforts would shift feom oae of coopeeation to one of resistance. The
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excellent workfng relstfonshfp that the group has developed wtth
fishing vesse1. interests would be lost. However, many of the people
contacted expressed the need or destrability for a mandated
safety program. The United Kingdom is one country that fully
regulates its ffshing fndustry, using as a basis the Intergovernmental
Marftime Organization  IHO! of the United Nations 1977 Conventfon.
They have found that ffshfng vessel casualties have not decreased.
The industry view there, which is also applfcable to the Untted
States is, and I quote:

1 egfslatfon for safety tends to take things out of the
fishermen's hands. If s fisherman has his boat surveyed and has
to spend a considerable amount of money to bring it up to
standard, then at the end of the day he gets a piece of paper
which can be interpreted as saying that hts boat is safe. This
means that he fs 1fkely to fish harder and push the boat closer
to the lfmits and inevitably sooner or later disaster wi11
strike.

Legislation takes the responsibility for safety away from the
ffsherman. He may be less concerned over maintenance, which is
the key to long term safety, but, perhaps more important, he
doesn't have the eight attttude towards safety, whfch fs what
really counts in the long run. Host casualttes come abodt
through taking risks, perhaps in not replacing worn equipment or
fn not stowing the catch properly, and ft is only the right
attitude of mind which will reduce the rfsk taking.

Legfslatfon gives a false sense of security, If a vessel has
passed a survey, the inference ts that ft fs safe. Hothfng is
further from the truth, and a great amount of safety is tn the
bands of the person drfvfng the boat. The facts speak for
themselves. Since the introduction of safety rules tn Brf tain
for fishing boats, fishing boat casualties have risen despite B
decrease in the size of the fleet. This is despite the fact that
the rules were officially described as the greatest advance fn
ffshfng boat safety when they were first fntroduced.

Ffshfng boat safety will only fmprove if the right climate is
created for fishfng. The fisherman is attacked on all sides
by legislation, governing where he can fish, how he csn fish,
what he can fish, and the type of boat he can use. This is not
the right climate for safety. It puts too much pressure on the
fisherman.

A much more constructtve approach fs needed. In addition to
creating the right climate for fishing, there fs a need to
demonstrate that safe fishing can be profitable fishing, that
time spent on maintenance fs worthwhfle. To s certain extent,
safety can be improved by education, but there must be a strong
element of logic in this, Ffshermen are not fools and safety
must be shown to make sense.

I thfnk thfs best states the case for s wholly voluntary program
that f 1 s hermen and t he 1 r a s s oc 1 s t e s ha ve helped define .
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COMHENTS

Nixon: The phflosophy is fnterestfug. but I have to ask if casualties
would have fncreased even more ff the regulations had not been in
place. The fishermen from the United Kingdom were operating old
boats under great economic pressure at the time of legislation.
'Without legislation, they may have had even greater losses.

O'SuIlivan: Economic pressures sre preventing mafntenance, and the
number of vessels have doubled. Statistics are clouded because
so many more boats snd vessels are at ses. As fishermen are
pressed harder, accidents may greatly increase without
legislation. A major problem in insurance fs the P & I, because
ffshermen are covered under the Jones Act and there is no cap, no
maximum on losses which can be claimed. Hast Virginia operators
would accept a reasonable inspection program if it could be
combfned with insurance relief.

I.assen: But I think the initiative belongs wfth the fleet.
Harrison: There is the problem of human error. Operators don't know

enough basics of navigatfon to take care of themselves. Too many
vessels are independently owned � there are 400 in Gloucester.
Hairdressers and plumbers are licensed. The captain of a
millfon-dollar vessel, with up to f7 on board who may not be U.S.
cftfzens, goes to Georges Sank f.n the wfnter � the only
reqeireeeet i th t th ~ti h U.i. iti hip.
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CASUALTY UPDATE FOR DOCUMENTED FISHING VESSELS IN 1983

Lieutenant Cosssander Tony E. Hart
U.S. Coast Guard

Table 1. Documented Fishin Vessel Losses Durin 1983 b Nature of
~Cs a1t

Nature of Cssualt Losses

Collision
Fires and Explosion
Groundings
Flooding, Capsizing
Material Failure
Weather Damage
Other

29
64
24

102
19

1
3

The 1983 losses are shown in Table 2 by gross tonnage, Sixty
percent of the losses were to vessels of less than 50 gross tons,
although the number of vessels in this size range account for
approximately 77 percent of the total vessel population, While the
number of vessels in the range of 50 to 200 gross tons account for
about 22 percent of the total fleet, almost 40 percent of the losses
fell within this tonnage range. Only one vessel over 200 gross tons
was reported to have been lost in 1983. This was the 331-gross-ton
Elsinore, which took water into the engine spaces and sank off
California.

This report updates s May 19S4 analysis of casualties to
documented fishing vessels to include 1983 casualties.

There were 242 documented fishing vessels reported to have been
lost in 1983. This represents a decline from the 250 vessels lost in
1981 and the 270 vessels lost in 1982. However, losses for 1983 were
still above the average of 203 vessels lost in the previous five-year
period �978-1982!. Expressing 19S3 losses in terms of loss rates
based on vessel population, 7.3 vessels were lost for every 1,000
documented fishing vessels. This compares to the 8.2 loss rate for
1982. The loss rate for fishing vessels remains the highest of any
segment of the American fleet.

One hundred and two, or 42 percent of the losses, were the result
of flooding or capsizing of the vessel. An additional 64 vessels, or
26 percent of the total, were due to fires or explosions.
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Table 2. Losses of Docueented Fishin Vessels Durin 1983 b Gross
~To

Vessel Size Losses

Less than 10 Gross Tons
10-19
20-29
30-39
40-49
50-59
60-69
70-79
80-89
90-99

100-149
150-199
200 � 299
300 Gross Tons and Above

Losses for 1983 vere also broken dovn geographically by the Coast
Guard district in vhich they occurred. The greatest nunber of losses,
49, vas in the Gulf of Nexico. Alaskan fisheries accounted for the
next highest nueber vith 44 losses.

'fable 3. Docunented Pishin Vessel Losses Durin 1983 b Location of Gasuslt

C lli I Pt d ~ddt ~ ~PI did Il t I I II tt Ctl
~dt ~di I Pit C~

OG District

ee 7th District losses occurring io Atlantic.
8th District.

Losses io Gulf included in the

01 3
03 2
05 1
07ee
08 9
11 1
12 3
13 5
14 0
17 3

Atlantic cen! 0
Pacific  Gen! 0

7

0 2
10
13

2 7 1
17 1
0

13

5 5
9
19 8
11
11
0

18 0 3

28
50
30
14
23
16
ll
10
14
16

20 9 0



14hile the total number of vessels lost in 1983 declined, the
number of vessels reporting damages increased. In 1982, 725 vessels
were reported damaged. In 1983, 921 vessels reported damages! an
increase of 27 percent. Equipment or material failure accounted for
453 of the reports, or 49 percent of the total. Groundings were the
next kind of casualty with 152 reports.

Table 4, Documented Fishtn Vessels Re ortin De!sages Durin 1983.

Nature of Casualty D~ss

The lll deaths reported in 1983 were a substantial increase over
the 72 deaths in 1981 and the 66 deaths in 1982. Seventy-one of the
total 83 deaths associated with a casualty to the vessel were the
resu1t of flooding or capstzing. Twenty-eight deaths were the result
of accidents on board a vessel. Of these, 21 were due to falls
overboard.

The higher loss of life ts partly attrtbutable to the increase in
fatalities tn the Alaskan fisheries, Thirty-six persons were reported
to have been lost in Alaska during 1983, compared to 20 tn 1981 snd 14
in 1982. Fourteen of these deaths were the result of the Americus snd
Altair losses.

Collision
Fires And Exploston
Groundings
Flooding, Capstztng
Material Failure
LIeather Damage
Other

95
57

t

141
453

8
15
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STABILITY INVKSTIGATIONS

Lieutenant Commander Robert 'Letourneau
U.S. Coast Guard

In developing voluntary standards for ffshfng vessels, the area
most open to questfon is stability. The main reason for this is that
no stability criteria exfat which can be applied to all fishfng
vessels due to the variety of hull forms snd equipment used in
dffferent geographic locations in the country.

Many designers today use the IMO crfterfe to evaluate the
stability of fishing vesseIs, These criteria were developed for
fishing vessels while fn trsnsft to and from their fishing zones. They
do not consider the effect nf overturnfr!g forces from fishing gear.
second ehortromir! g is that the Coest Guard cons! ders them valid on]y
for vessels greater than 10O feet in length, The ma]ority of U.S.
fishing vessels are less than 100 feet long. To serve the needs of
the iJ.S, industry, the requirements must be suitably increased to
provide an equivalent level of safety. To date, no one has propnsed
how to modf fy the criteria to do this. Annther problem with these
criteria is that they may not provide adequate stability for smaller
fishing vessels in the light cond] tfon. This became evident following
the investigation of several caps>zings nf fishing vessels which met
the IMO crf teria while fn the light condition. Finally, the icing
criteria arr suspect because of the lack of "rate of icing" data on
ice accumulation  how many fnchesi'hour fn certain icing conditions!.

Other criterfs used by foreign countries have sfmflar limf ta-
ti!!r!s. They may apply only a minimum GM criterion, whfch does not
give the entire picture of stabilf ty, or they may only apply to
selected vessel types. Where does this leave us fn developing s

l trt tabni ty t df d'. Th t 1 tt pf . tf th
most complete criteria that we can while calling attention to the
limitations such as length, loading, etc.

Ve are actively studying currently applied standards for fishing
vessel stability to determine those most appropriate for voluntary
application to U.S. ffshing vessels. Ue recognize this is not a final
solution but rather an interim measure while more extensive research
fs conducted to identify signIficant factors fn preventing capsizfngs,
Me intend to update the criteria contfnually as research results
become available.

Another pro]ect the Coast Guard is fnterested in is the stability
computer. These devices are touted by their manufacturers as being
hfghly effective in reducing stability-related casualties because they
slat'm the Master when the stabf.lity of hfs vessel decreases. These
devices measure tha roll period of the ship over a statistically
determfned number of rolls and then calculate fnftfal stability based
on the equation:
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where B is the maximum beam
CBL

T is the period roll
C 0.42 to 0.45  empirically derived!.

a! The period of rolling is s functfon of both the ship's natural
perfod oE roll and the period of waves. A ship rolling in still
water is in free osci11ation; fts period of roll is the natural
period of rol1 of the ship. 4 ship rolling in waves of exact
uniformity and reguIar period is sub!ect to nearly regular
perfodfc wave impulses. In this condition, the ship is in forced
oscillation and will eventually assume a period of roll identfcal
to that of the waves. On the other hend, a ship rolling in
frregular waves where the fmpulses are not fairly regular hss s
tendency to revert to fts own period of roll. The overall result
fs that the period of roll of a ship is a combination of the
ship's own natural perfod of roll snd the perfod of waves
pr'oducing the rolling moment where the period of the waves is
generally the more predominant.

b! The coefffcient C must be determined for each vessel. C may also
vary with the sea conditions.

c! These devices measure only GH, which ie not the only indfcstor of
a vessel's intact stability.  However, this msy alert the Hester
to re1ative changes in his vessel's stability.!

The Coast Guard vill begin an evaluation of a commercial
stability computer early next year using the teaching staff sud
fscilitfes of the U.S. Coast Guard hcsdemy. The primary tasks will be
to answer the following questions:

a! Does the stability computer measure what it says it measures?
How does the stability computer distingufsh between the response
due to the forcing function of the waves and the nstur'sl perfod
of roll of the ship?
If the stabilfty computer does measure the period of roll, can it
quantify the stability of the vessel on the basis of motions?
Can acceptable limf ts of uncertainty be set on an automatic
stabilfty evaluation based on the length of the vessel and the
wave length?

b!

Results sre expected late next year.

The stability computer msy prove to be s real benefit in
preventing capsfzings or it may loll rhe Nester into a false sense of
security. To use the computer, fishing vessel owners must do an
iuclinfug test snd stability analysis before the input information can
be entered to use the computer. This by itself may reduce casualties
caused by undocumented modifications. However, there sre still
several potential fatal flaws whfch must be examfned more closely.
These are:
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Harrison: Before we can get them to buy stability computers, we have
to get thea to use and maintain bilge alarms.

Letourneau: 'Me also need to present stability data iu an
understandable forest.

hdee: inclining will give value for C, but is usually done in a
light loading condition and msy vary considerably.

Piche: Also, IHO criteria do not apply to U.S. vessels.
Harrison: The education level of the fleet is ertresely poor. beany

can't read � any language! And it is these folks who are the
casualties.

Johnson: There are two problems. One, to develop criteria that
everyone can agree on, and, two, develop a method of implementa-
tion that the fisherman can apply in everyday operation.

Adee: Alaskan vessels that capsized had a stability booklet on
board, or were aware of it.



A SAFETY CERTIFICATION COURSE IH GEAR HANDLT'MG FOR
REDUCED IMSURAMCE RATES

Philip Cahill
Commercial Fisherfes Gear Spcia list, Vfrgfnfa Sea Grant College
Program, Virginia InstfCute of Marine Science

I represent the Virpinfa Sea Grant Marine Advisory Program at the
Virginia Institute of Marine Science. I am present at this meeting to
inform you of a ffshfng vessel safety course that we are developfng
for the mid-Atlantic f fshinp fleet. This course fs our response to
Che current natfonwide problem in fishinp vessel safety and the
resultant negative impact on fishinp vessel insurance. Because of the
current high incidence of fishinp vessel sinkfngs, capsfzfngs,
pear � induced fn]urfes and mortalities, insure~ca underwriters have
been reluctant to remain fn the mark> t. The economics of the
situation have caused them to respond wf th both cancellat fons and
increased premiums. This has been particularly true of P 6 I
coverages; rates have doubled and in ,ome cases tripled over the last
sfx months. These increases are fn part responsible for some fleets
and owners not being able to meet debt obligatfons. Some action has to
be taken to alleviate these conditions if we want Co see continued
growth fn our fishing industry. Personally, I do not feel that there
is any one all-encompassinp answer. Tradftfonally, the fishing
industry has been chatacterized by independence and individualfsm.
Because of this, the fndustry has be~n slow in evolving coordinated
internal mechanisms to control proh7ems.

Recently, I visited the U.S. Coast Guard RTC Center fn Yorktown,
Virginia, to solicit Coast Guard assistance. Specifically, I wanted
to recruit personnel and use portions of their safety programs as
components of a cout'se on fishing vessel safeCy. While I was there I
was able to interact with a numher of their safety course advfsers,
who had a myrfad of opinions on fishfnp vessel safety. One opinion
consistently mentioned was Chat the fishing industry is one of the
last maritime industries that fs not subject to some form of external
regulations regardinp safety and ~orking conditions. One officer
sta ted that, piven the present record of sfnkings and casualties, it
was only a matter of time before some type of external inspection or
policing would occur.

What, then, can Sea Grant's role be? Dr. Ned Ostenso in his
welcoming remarks to the 19g3 conference stated, "CIearfy, Sea Grant
is not pofng to go fnto the vessel inspection business. And probably
we are better off supportinp some of the 'soft' sciences like
training, education, economic fncentives, insurance fncent ives, and so
forth that mipht lead to greater vessel safety."

My own boss Bill DuPaul likes to say, "We can'C arrest you and we
can't pive you any money." These prudent philosophies assist us in
determining procedure and policy as we def fne our role and establish
programs to meet thfs challenge.
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We are fortunate that within the Ses Grant system we have various
pragrsms and Informed personnel that can be coordfnated to form the
foundation of a comprehensive fishing vesse1 safety course. For
example, The Universfty of Rhode Island safety bureau Is already
actively workfng fn the area of vesseI stabflf ty, and the University
of Washington Sea Grant Program has for years sponsored programs
through their Fishing Vessel Safety Center.

The Virginia Sea Grant Program is drawing on these and other
resources as we develop and implement a standardized "Ffshing Vessel
Safety Course." This course will infrfally be run as s pilot program
in conjunction with Wells Scallop Company of Seaford, Virginia, the
industry partner. The Wells fleet of eleven 85-foot to 90-foot St.
Augustine trawlers was chosen because these vessels are representative
of the mid-Atlantic fishing fleet snd because they are engaged in the
scallop f ishery, which hss a hf gher incidence of fnjur fes than even
draggers. 'Working closely with Bfll Wells and Bob O'Sullfvsn of the
Flagship Group of Norfolk, Virginia, we decided to create a
comprehensfve safety course and focus it particularly on safety
problems related to gear and ~inch injuries, By doing so, we felt
that we could track the program and document any reductions fn
injuries fox the insurance industry. Over the last 16 months, crew
members on Wells vessels have experienced 29 casusltfes, none of which
has resulted in loss of life. To date, these 29 casualties have
resulted in settlements of $200,000 for the five or sfx which have
been settled. Of these injuries, 55 percent have been the result of
slipping or falling on deck, 35 percent are winch-related, and the
remaining 10 percent fall inta the "Act of God" category. It was
obvious to us that there was s strong potential for signff fcantly
improving the safety of the crew members by introducing improved
winch-operating procedures.

Gear- and winch-related safety is just one of the important areas
of concern. We desfgned the course to be broad enough to cover most
of the casualtfes and perils that commonly occur an fishing vessels.
The course vill Include, but not be limited to, the folfowfng: �!
procedures for safe wfnch snd pear handling; �! fire-f fghtfng
techniques; �! search-and-rescue coordination training; �!
hypothermia and cold water survival training; �! emergency medical
training; and �! vessel stability semfnars.

The course will consist of two sfx-hour sessions which will be
designed to certify the qualffying participants for a potential
automatic reduction ar rebate fn P 6 I premiums of up to 10 percent.
By utflfzing files, exfstfng programs, publications, and, above all,
hands-on training as the learning mechanisms, we anticipate positive
results.

To date, we have established a relationship with the Coast Guard
and are coordinating two aspects af the course with them. a
search-and-rescue component that vill feature a helicopter, snd a
safety fnformatfon program. Proper procedures for gear and winch
handling wf.ll be filmed on board during simulated periods of haulinp
and setting. Captains who have had the best safety records fn the
Wells fleet have been chosen to illustrate the right snd ~rong
procedures. A ce.rtified ENT instructor will provfde bssfc ffrst sfd
trafnfng, concentratIng primarily on the most common fishing vessel
injuries. The Ses Grant Pxogram at VINS will offer a course In
hypothermia and cold ~ster survival, and we see a need ta fncorporste



some of the fine work other programs have done in this f fe1d. The
fire-fighting component will focus on recognizfng the source of a
f ire, fdentifying the combustible material, and methods of
extinguf shing these df f ferent materials. Thfs will be in the form of
a hands � on training session that will be filmed. Vessel stabflf ty is
one of the biggest problems confronting us today, not only fn the
mfd-Atlantic but in New England and Alaska. Hopefully, we can
establish today what dfrectfon this part of the course should take.

I don't feel that this course is a panacea, but fs rather a
response by responsible parties to attempt corrective action.
flowever, if this pro]ect can document that it has caused any reduction
in casualties, then I feel that the course can be tailored to respond
to the apecif fc needs of various regions and/nr f isheries. William
Wells III, of Wells Scallop Company, is making par ticipatfon fn the
course mandatory for all of his captains and crew, as well as for any
new employees, before they can set foot on e vessel. Mr. Wells has
stated that "the insurance companies might not grant us a rebate, but
a course lfke thfs might enable us to stay fn busfness."

COMMEMTS

Nixon: Basic safety issues are iraportant. Why put tile on the
decks of boats? Research should be put into the basic issues.

Harrison: Cloucester had 95 losses from 1980 to 1984. Many were
suspicious, Insurance companies canceled fnsurance and the
losses stopped. Some policies are now being re-instated, with
deductibles of $1,500 upped to $5,000, to as much as $20,000.
Total losses are to be reimbursed at 75 percent of value.

O' Sullivan; The American offshore fisherman pays $1,950 times
7 for a P & I policy. His Canadian counterpart pays $750 per
yeat' for hull and P & I. Thefr catches must compete equally on
the world market. Lawyr ra meet hosts at the pier with brochures
spelling out rights under the .fones Act.



RESULTS GENERATED BY FISHING VESSFL SAFFTY PUBLICATION IN
THE TEXAS COMMFRCIAL FIS11ING INDJSTRY

Dewayne Hollfn
Marine Business Management Specialist, Marine Advisory Service,
Texas A & M University Sea Grant Program

 Submitted in writing; not presented!

Between January 1980 and May 1982, the Marine Advisory Servfce at
Texas A & M University dfd a great deal of work developing a guide
primarily ta help Texas commercial shrimpers establish an fndustry-
wfde safety program. The Texas Shrimp Association participated
extensively fn revfewing and evaluating material for the guide. Also,
marfne insurance company claims and safety department personnel,
marine surveyars, and many marine industry safety profess Ionals
contributed large amounts of experience, support, and energy to the
project. The end result was the Ses Grant publication, "Safety at
Sea, A Guide for Ffshfng Vessel Owners and Operators, " which has been
provided to each of you.

Both the Texas Shrimp Association and Sea Grant realfzed that as
the number of fishing vessels snd vessel accidents Increased In the
Gulf of Mexico, so did the need for each vessel operator to have same
type of safety program. Many of the losses--both loss of property fn
the form af ffshfng vessels and equipment and loss of !.Ife--could he
avoided if vessel awners snd operators established and used safety
programs. The central problem was ta develop a safety guide that
would generally meet the needs of mast commercial shrfmpers fn a f orm
that was easy to use and understand.

"Safety at Sea" Is desfgned to provide fishing vessel owners and
aperat.ars with guidelines to improve their individual safety programs.
It includes information about the preventfon of accidents, safety
inspections, safety rules for crew members, accident. reporting
procedures, accident fnvestigatfan, and safety training. It gives
sample forms to be used fn collecting safety-related data and even
includes a section on how to survive at sea after vessel abandonment.

Because of the dfversfty of fishing operations fn the Texas
comrrrercial fishing industry, no ready-made safety package can fill the
needs of all operators. Mhfle "Safety at Sea" guidelines form a sound
basfs far organizing an effective safety program, other program
guidelines may meet ffshing industry and Individual needs just as
effectively. The suggestions listed tn the publfcation can, however,
be used to supplement other procedures and safety programs in the
marine work environment.

The shrimpfng industry recognized that insurance companies could
not sustain the 150 percent to 170 percent loss ratios in fishing boat
hull and p & I Insurance. The industry was convinced it was rapidly
becoming uninsurable at any affordable level. Accidents covered by
the Jones Act snd case law on definition of a seaworthy vessel, as
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well as subtle or even direct encouragement by plaintiffs' attorneys,
were prfncfpal causes of many physical fnjury cases being filed.

"Safety at Sea" provides help to the industry by identifying
potential safety hazards through a system of organized vessel
inspection checklists snd reporting forms. It sIso helps the industry
avoid recurrence of accidents by determining cause through records
developed with accident-reporting forms and follow-up accident
investfgatfon procedures. Forms in "Safety at Sea" cover personal
In]ury reports for vessel captains snd crew aeabers which record and
properly document specific details of sn accident immediately after
the accident occurs. In asny cases, this could prevent potential
lawsuits.

Since late 1982, more than 2,400 copies of Safety at Sea" have
been distributed by insurance companies, trade associations, and
individual request to the commercial fishing industry. Hore than 300
copies are now aboard Texas Shrimp Association member vessels.

Although no fishing vessel accident statIstics are available for
this distribution period, the Texas Shrimp Association estimates some
improvement in the number of reported accidents by its aeabershfp.
Phile a drop in reported accidents would be a very positi.ve sfgn for
the industry snd a positive result for "Safety at Sea," most industry
people feel the publf.cation has aided the industry more by �! creating
a greater awareness of safety hazards on fishing vessels; �! providing
methods to reduce these hazards; and �! providing better accident-
reporting procedures when an accident does occur.

By having a better awareness of how safety program are organized
and implemented, commercial fishing vessel owners and operators can
establish effective safety policies, maintain better accident records,
snd conduct productive accident investigations. Another benefit would
be the overall reduction in fraudulent physical ingury case filings, a
result of better accident report documentation by vessel owners and
ope ra tora.

Just as there fs little doubt ff.shfng vessel owners will continue
to face enormous risks for accidents occurring on board vessels, there
is also little doubt that the only way to prevent substantial loss is
through more effective safety programs. Safety problems do not go
away when they are fgnored--they get worse. The most construct'fve way
to des1 with these problems is to identffy thea  much like the safety
hazards identffied In "Safety at Ses"! and develop steps to eliminate
or reduce their effects. "Safety at Sea" helps the industry by
providing controls and procedures in the fora of safety prograa
guidelfnes. The degree to which the commercial fishing industry
benefits from using these guidelines depends on the vessel owners snd
operators.



LEGAL DEVELOPHKHTS REGARDING SAFETY OF FISHIHG VESSELS

James P. %nish
Lawyer, Mashington, D.C.

The theory is that the vessel captain snd owner take care of the
crew snd are responsible for them, almost without exceptian. The
number of cases snd settlements is up. The plaintiff normally asks
for remedy snd cure, claiming negligence under the Jones Act.
Insurance companies recognize t'hst furies sre partial to the fn]ared
party, snd will initiate settlement discussions. A good guide is
"Coiercial Fisherman's Guide to Harine Insurance and Law" by Dennis
Hixon of the Universfty of Rhode Island.

As fnsurance companies leave the business, owners snd captains
ara becoming self-fnsured.

Mhenever a case goes to court, the sim af the plaintiff is to
find tha "deep pocket'." One approach is to Iook for product
liability � from the manufacturer, the designer, the surveyor, the
shipyard. This broadens the possfbility of finding so~one who can
pay. In same cases, the government is sued in the hope of getting
greater compensation.

Legislative action fs possible. The House Herchsnt Marine snd
Ffsheries Committee has been stfrred by the drilling rfg disasters.
There is interest in increasing the safety requirements  far instance,
cold water survfval suits!. This is offset by economic concern for
the fishfng industry, and the cost fmpsct of legislation whfch may not
result in a significant improvement in safety.

The House of Representatives hss come up with s- revision of the
U.S. shipping cods. The revision includes a bill to establish and set
limfts of liability. It also defines unseaworthfness and financial
responsfbflity  $600,000 per crewman! with a maximum value. This is
also a step toward regulation of the marine insurance fndustry, which
msy not be acceptable.
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IN-SITU STABILITY MEASUREMENT OF FISHING VESSELS

John A. Tylawsky
Marine Consultant, New Haven, Connecticut

 Prepared paper presented as a handout at the confetence!

The evaluation of small vessel:*tabflfty by the marine surveyor
in the f feld is, at best, sub]ective. A detailed study fs not
practfcai and in many cases impossible, The required data fs often
not available, or never existed. The lines plans, table of offsets,
and d fsplacement curves may have been long since lost or never
originally prepared.

A common crf ter ion used in determining how safe a vessel I s,
stablity � wise, is CM, or metacentrfc height. This fs a measure of the
vessel�'s abi li ty to res ist sma! 1 heel ing moments.

Unfortunately, vessels with large GMs often have poor stability
characterf st.ics at large heeling angles, A better source of stability
information fs an evaluation of the vessel 's righting arm  GZ! versus
the ar gle of inclination. A plot of GZ versus angle of inclination fs
commonly referred to as tbe "statical stability curve.

The statical stability curve has several useful features in the
evaluation of stabflfty. Fi gur 1 shows two statical stability curves
 A and B! for vessels A and B. Curve G is a plot nf the rfghtf.ng arm
curve using CZ CM sfnl3.

At a small angle of heel, 'urve. A, R, and C show approximately
the same values for righting ar ~ . However, the direction of the
righting arm curve near the origin determines whether the vessel wfll
develop a positive righting arm when the GM is reduced.

The righting arm curve tor vessel A shows that the vessel wf'll
heel to a small angle beyond which a posf tive rfghtfng arm wfll result
fn limiting the heel angle.

Vessel 8, however, will capsize with a diminishing metacentrfc
height.

It fs clear that ff GM was used to evaluate vessels A and 8, it
would be impossible to predict their stability at large angles of
heel. 'it could have t'esulted in loss of life due to capsfzing for the
men aboard vessel 8.

Although metacentrfc height may be positive at the time o+
survey, ft fs possible and common for a condition of negative GM to
develop gradually over tfme. This may be due to a reduction fn
consumables, weight removals or additions, increased fre surface, or
through the accumulation of topside ice.

arith vessel A, there would be some warning that a serfous
stability condftfon was evolving due to a gradual fncrease fn roll
period.

On the other hand, the men aboard vessel 8 would not detect a
change fn roll period while alongside the pier or while fn still
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water. The dangerous stability condition would only be apparent when
the vessel vas experfencing heavy rollfng conditions.

The ststfcal stability curve is also useful in estfmating dynamic
stabflfty characteristics. The residual dynamic stability is
represented by the area above the heeling arm curve  curve D! snd
below the righting eru curve  curve A or B!.

Pofut I represents the angle of heel at which vessel A would roll
wfth the applfed heeling moment. Likewise, point 3 represents that
limfting angle of heel for vessel B. It is obvious that using the
assumption that GZ GN sin8 at large heel angles would result fn
useless information regardfng maxfmuu roll with applied moments.

The excess of the rfghtfng are over the heeling arm is also
fuportanC because ft provides a means of determining the safety margin
for other upsetting fot'ces such as wave energy' aud shcms the allowable
margin of experfmental and computing error in calculating GZ.

«~c««««««

1!
2!
3!

Stability analysis of commercial fish boats fs fuportaut.
Even crude inclinfngs can provfde useful stability information.
After initial inclining, roll period csn be useful to determine
small changes fn GN.

4! Inftfal GN is not a good fndicstor of stability.
5! INO criteria are a good gufdelfue for vessels under 79 feet,

L.O.A., for now.
6! Good seamanship and vessel behavior fn following seas is more

important for smaller vessels, stabilfty-wise.
7! Large steel vessels aud vessels wfth tanks should be carefully

inclined.
8! For small vessels, the principal cause of poor stability fs

inadequate waterplane moment of fnertie ratio to displacement.
9! Increased freeboard and higher down-flooding angles could i~rove

small vessel stability.
IO! Some stability knowledge fs better than none at all.

In-Sftu Stebflit Heasurement

Lundgren snd Storch proved that even crude inclining experiments
could provfde life-saving, stability information. The problem thea
arises of whet system can be used to incline the vessel and collect
the necessary iuforuat ion.

As you know, the cu"rent approach fs to simulate either wind
heeling moments or passenger heeling moments by placing wefghts

Lundgren and Storch fn "Small Pish Boat Stability: A Case Study
 I!, remind us Chat there is no criteria to determine vhether a
"smell" vessel fs stable or unstable  " small" being s vessel less than
79 feet, O.A.!. They go on to conduct sn analysis of a small ffshfng
vessel �7 feet, L.O.A.! using a "poor man' s" inclining experiment.

Their procedure consisted of hanging weights from the vessel's
trollfng poles and determining the heel eagles from photographs of the
vessel taken from shore. Qhat is important about this procedure is
that it proved that, evan considering the crudeness of the "poor
man' s" fnclining experiment, the data obtained was valuable fn
predicting the vessel's stability characteristics.

The conclusions that the authors reached were:
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SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF BOOM TYPE SYSTEM
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of f-center aboard the vessel. However, several problems arise, In
many cases, the required moment cannot be simulated by adding
additional weights without excessive immersion of the vessel requiring
compensation and introducing error. When dealing with small fishing
vesseIs, where the vessel's beam is about 10 feet, a miscalculation of
the center of gravity of the weights by as little as 4 irches could
easily resu1t fn a 7 percent or more error in applied heeling moment
 with a similar 7 percent error in righting arm!. In many cases,
sandbags are used, and an estimation of their respective centers of
gravity as well as their combined centers of gravity, considering the
slightly variable spacing, could easily resuIt in such an error.
Further, the inclining experiments are 11mited to vessels that are
easily accessible, since the required weights can be 1,000 to 2,000
pounds of sand or more.

The required weight can be estimated using the following
equation:

GH * W Tan 8W
d

where:

required weight  pounds!
approximate matacentric height
displacement of vessel  pounds!
required heeling angle
moment are

Clearly, the need exists for a device that can be used to incline
such a vessel, gather the stability information, and reduce the
procedural errors resu1ting from the large applied weights and the
calculation of moment arm. The problem exists to develop a device
that can be easily transported by two men, that is adaptable to a wide
variety of vessel configurations  i.e., flush deck, cockpit, well
deck, etc,!, that is independent of the vesse1 power, and that can
safely and efficiently be used to gather stability information.

Figure 2 shows a proposed "portable inclining boom" that would
meet these criteria. The boom design would probably be an "aluminum
extension ladder truss" fitted with a plastic water tank at the
outboard end. The boom would be placed athwartships and secured
around the vessel with a web type "belly band. A screw-type jack leg
would be provided to achieve the necessary angle to prevent immersion
of the water bag during incIining. An aluminum "spread footing" mst
could also be provided to distribute the force of the jack screw leg
on vessels with marginal deck strength.

The inclining experiment would begin with the operator starting a
sma11 battery-operated ~ster pump that would supply seawater to the
plastic water tank located at the end of the boom and used to create
the desired heeIing moment. A strain gauge at the water tank
connection to the boom would monitor applied weight ~ while an analog
inclinometer aboard the vessel would measure angle of heel. A wind
speed and direction indicator would also collect data about wind
direction and force that might influence the results of the
experiment.
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The analog signals mould be sent to an analog to digital
converter and then to e microcomputer. The computer screen displays
mould be identical to the current "Small Passenger Vessel Stability
Teat form CG-4006 �!. A graphfcs pad mould also ellou the inspector
to input the vessel profile for sail area calculations.

The results of the inclining experiment could be used to provide
a field report of staticel stability, compere the data to TNO crfterfe
for larger vessels, or the data could be transferred to the office
date base vfa modem  such ss the C-3 system used by the U.S. Coast
Guard!

Upon completion of the experiment, the boom mould be retracted
for transport and placed on conventional ladder racks on a cer, truck,
or van. Because of its light ueight, ft could also be eesfly shipped
to various locatfons using commercfel delivery companies  such as UPS!
or even transported by helicopter or other light aircraft.

1! Procedural errors sre reduced or eliminated because the
experiment mould be completely automated  f.e., erroneous data
associated ufth incorrect estimate of uefght, moment arms,
etc.!.

2! h hfgh degree of technical skill is not required to conduct the
experiment, as the system vould be "menu-driven" and
"user friendly."

3! The system mould be light-uefght and easfly set up, reducing time
and cost.

4! The system could be easily transported to relatively inacceesfble
locations.

5! The system can be purchased by fishing cooperatives and other
groups for periodic monitoring of stability. Because of
transportability, a large number of groups could share one unit.

6! The data can be easily transferred to a larger data base for
future analysis  i.e., statistfcsl studies of stabilfty
characteristics snd vessel conffguration!. Thfe information
could also be made available to designers and others.
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CGNKAKS

Johnson: Inftial GZ curve is not s sufficient measure of stabilftg,
since loading conditfone vary. Also, probleas occur after 14
which is still in the range of stability.

Chat terton: Inclining uses fixed weight, the known distance above the
keel. This proposed method uses variable weight, variable
distance above the keel, snd there must be s correction. Also,
there must be a calibration procedure built in to verify the
ueaeurements.

Pichez Loading conditions aay' not change shape of curve, but range
will definitely change drastically. This could be misleading to
the operator. Also, Pacific crab boats � sister ships-~ere found
to be grossly different ~ It would be difficult to build a data
base for "similar hull types."

Goudyr The primary function of an inclining experiment is to
determfne or verify the location of the vessel's center of
gravity. When subsequently combined with the hydrastatfc
properties of the hull geometry, the stsbflfty of the vessel can
be predicted.

The vertical distance between the center of gravity and the
metacenter is the metacentric hefght. This value csn be used to
establish the slope of tha righting-arm curve at small angles of
heel. tlr. Tylawsky's technique could be used to determine
whether the rightin~rm curve is convex or concave at small ta
moderate angles of heel. This fact, however, can be predicted by
an experienced naval architect based on hull shape; particularly
topside flare.

Knowledge of the righting are at small to moderate angles
often has lfttle bearing on the range of positive stability or
the aaxinun GZ. It would be fll advised to draw conclusions
about the stability of a vessel without an analysis of the hull
form. I appreciate the fact that many of the vessels over which
there sre stability concerns do not have lines drawings or cannot
conveniently be hauled to derive them. The propased method is no
alternative.

The technique reported by Starch msy, however, have nerit,
sfnce he suggests using the vessel's own rfgging to heel the
vessel. Since the strength of rigging is usually commensurate
with the sise and displacement of the hull, it can usually be
used to heel the vessel to large angles when connected to the
pier ar another vessel. Only ff the vessel is heeled to an angle
well beyond that of maximum GZ can some indication of stability
for that particular loading be obtained. i%ether this extreme
heeling can be done safely fe another issue.



NATIONAL COUNCIL OF FISHING VESSEL SAFETY AND INSURANCE ACTIVITlES

Thor J. Lessen
Executive Secretary of the Council and Representative of the
'National Fisher fee Inst f tute

The National Council of Pishfng Vessel Safety was originally
formed in I4ashfngton State. It includes representatives from the
various fisheries, and representatives from the Hsrfne Index Suresu
and the insurance companies. Funding in f982 through the
Saltonstall-Kennedy Program established s computer based safety
analysis program, using the marine Index Rureau. Research shows that
almost all problems are human-related.

Soma of the problems identified are: a! no measure of fishing
vessel performance; b! no standsrdlsed designs and layouts; c! no
beefs for equipment selection; d! poor or no use of protective
equipment � guards, etc.; e! no clearinghouse for information.

Recomsmndstions include a 90May cooling"off period during which
owners, fn]ared psrtfes, and insurance companies get together, before
any attorneys can enter the case.

Fishery management plans have to allow for bad weahter days so
that a fisherman is not exposed to weather hasards to remain solvent.

Problems that are recognised by Congress include: a! vessels are
uninspected; b! marine insurance fs unregulated; c! there appears to
be a unique opportunity to defraud; d! there is no limit to amount of
claims; e! all monetary disputes are settled fn court; f! there is no
requirement for fishing vessels to be insured; g! there fs no existing
standards for fnsurance to avoid ommissions; h! PHS hospftals have
closed-mo mote free care for fishermen; f! attorneys have recognfaed
s bonsnsa; ]! existing law is extremely complex.



SELECTION OF A MARINE CONSULTANT

Desmond Connolly
Independent Marine Services, Inc., Buzzards Bsy, Massachusetts, and
Member of the National Association of Marine Surveyors  HAMS!

A marine surveyor is someone who looks at a vessel for its
intended use. There are no standards for marine consuItants or
surveyors, outside of the state of Rhode Island, which licenses alI
professions. To be a surveyor requires s knowledge of losses and
insurance.

HAMS has been in business for about 25 years. They have
estsbIished quaiifications, including the requisite that one-half of
the previous five years of experience be spent full time in sutveying.
The association is now international, with about 400 members, some of
whom resist new membership because of competition.

HAMS is open to anyone qualified--anyone who can pass a
multiple � choice test and show they meet the experience requirement.

HAMS publishes an index of marine surveyors, and is looking at a
recertification process. The Society of Marine Consultants, in New
York, publishes a list of people and categories of expertise.



P 8 I FISHING VESSEI. INSURANCE, 1984

Jim Harrison
NariCime Ad!usters, Inc., New Bedford, Nassachusetts

Mhen I received a call a few weeks ago from Dr. Kowalski, he
asked if I was planning to attend this year's meeting of the Fishing
Vessel Safety Conference. I said, "Yes--barring any emergencies."
Dr. Kowalski said, "Goad, I' ll put yau down for a 10-minute
presentatian--now, what vill you present?" Since a hot iCem st that
time vss the "35 Suspicious Sinkings of Gloucester Piehing Vessels," I
told Tad thee I would discuss that item, since I had investigated and
handled at least 10 of those losses for marine underwriters.

However, in the meantime, I thought 1.t wauld be more relevant to
a fishing vessel safety conference to research our P/V Casualty Iog
snd compf1e the statistics an vessel casualties for the five-year
period 1980 through 1984, to date. So I did compile the statistics,
and computed the rate of occurrence of each type of casualty. I have
listed the named casualties in descending order, from Chose most often
occurring to those least occurring, I then prepared a few
observations, opinions> and recommendations.

Hell, about tvo weeks ago I received a letter from URI. It was
the agenda foc this meeting, I turned to page 2 and said, "Great, the
usual inflation--my 10 minutes hss mushroamed to 30 minutes, but worst
af sll, Chere is sn odd entry next to my name, 'P A I Fishing Vessel
Insurance, 1984.'" Nell, I know there is an easy vay out � since I'm
not s licensed insurance broker> I' ll give that topic a very vide
berth and stick with "Ptshing Vessel Casualties, 1980-1984;
Statistics, Observations, and Recommendations. The rest of the entry
is correct--I sm Jim Harrison and I sm employed by Haritime Adjusters
in New Bedford, Nsssachusetts.

Our function is to handle all types of marine claims and ta
conduct mar Lne surveys for various marine insurance companies and,
periodically, vessel owners. Our principal funct ion relates to
commercial fishing vessels snd f ishermen. Ne handle about 350
personal in]or Les, illness, and death claims per year. Our principal
function relates to commercial fishin<! vessels and fishermen. Me also
handle about 100 fishing vessel casua1cy claims per year. Commercial
fishing vessel clsfms comprise about 75 to 85 percent of our work.

Besides commercial fishing vessel claims, we:

a! conduct about 35 to 50 condition surveys on fishing vessels,
tuge, barges, and ferries

b! conduct tug and barge on-hire and off-hire surveys
c! hand1e personal in]ury claims on passengers and crew members of

the woods Hale/Martha' s Vineyard snd Nantucket Steamship
Authority. They have five large passenger � snd-veh1cle ferries,
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d! handle personal injury claims for passengers and crew members of
the Hi-Line ferry fleet, «hfch operates between Cape Cod and the
islands of !fartha's Vfneyard and Nantucket.

However, since ffshfng vessel safety and insurance is the order
of the day, I' ll atttempt to restrfct. my remarks snd statistics to
commercial fishing vessels only. As I'd mentioned earlier, st
Hsrf time Adjusters are handle an average of 450 fishing vessel cIaies
per year. This average is taken from the last five-year period,
1980-1984, to date. lte have six marine claims adjusters, Four of
these specialize in handlfng the personnel-type claims; that fs,
injury, f11ness, and death, which are named perfla in the P & I
 Protection snd Indemnf ty! insurance policy.

The ot'her three marine claims adjusters and myself handle all of
the vessel casualty claims and surveys. Dave Burns and I are both
marine surveyors and both marine engineers. Dave's background fs with
the Coast Guard, while mine fs wfth the Navy. Briefly, let'a take s
look at the insurance carried by fishing vessel owners:

Hull Insurance
P 6 I Insurance
War Risk Insurance
Pollution Insurance

Now, what do these polfcfes provfde to the fishfng vessel owners?

Pollution Insurance: generally, the costs sssocfated wfth oil spff.l
control ~ containment, and cIean-up; also, lfabilf ty associated wf th
damage to property, such as the mess that oils make to the sides of
other vessels.

War Rfsk Insurance: the policy names damages caused by war,
rebellion, fnsurrectfon, Surprise fs, Enemies, Pirates, Rovers, Takfng
at Sea, Arrest, Restraint and Detafnment of all Kfngs, Princes, etc.
Very venerable terms, having their orfgfn fn the named perfla clafm fn
the Lloyds form, which dates beck to the early seventeen-hundreds.

However, what does sll tzfs eloquent wording provide today's
fishfng vessel? First, there is our very important named
perf1 � Nsffcfous Acts � also from early eighteenth-century England.
So, if you are not bilingual, Nalfcious Acts gfves needed protection
in case of arson or vandalism, ss we Colonfals call it. Further, fn
the event an unexploded torpedo, mine, depth charge, or projectfle is
brought to the surface fn s vessel's nets or scallop dredges and
explodes, causing damage to vessel snd crew, then the fnsured fe
protected by hfs Mar Risk Insurance.

Hull Insurance: this policy protects the insured from certain named
perfls which cause damage to hfs vessel snd to fts gear. In case of a
collfsion and the insured is liable, then it extends to the damages
suffered by the other vessel.

P & I  Protection snd Indemnf t ! Insurance: a liability fnsurance,
basically, snd by far the most fmportant--compensation and medical
expenses for injury, fl?ness, or death of any member of the crew.
P 6 I also provides coverage to the insured vessel in case the vessel
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80 16

11 15 10
6 2 4
5 13 6
1 0 0

~Av /Yr,

36/7. 2

5 10 5
4 6 2
1 3 2

v/a sinking in port
w/o sinking at sea

5 1 2
4 0.8 1 3

0 1 1
0 0 09/1.8

Graundings

5 6 10
2 2 4
1 0 0

39 7.8 9 9
9 1 8 1 0
4 0.8 2 113/2.6

w/a sinking at sea
v/o sinking in port

2 3 4
0 1 226/5.2

Collision «/floating object

Material failures  machinery/other gear!
Crew negligence or latent defect

Collisions
Rath vessels under«ay
1 vessel smIared
Resulting in siakiag

Flooding
v/sinkiag st sea
v/sinking in part

Fire v/sinking at sea
v/sinking in port

Collision v/fixed abject
fNostly damage to object!

Heavy damage

Assailing thieves

%alitious acts

Removal of vreck

Lightning damage

Oil spills

Cepsising

~Av
Per

Total Yr. '80 '81 '82 '83 '84

103 20.6 29 31 22 28 13

15 16 22 13 14

63 12.6 12 15
29 5.8 9 8
34 68 3 7
3 0,6 1 1

45 9 15 10
26 5.2 9 5
10 2 3 1

40 8 14 12 9 1 4

17 3.4 3 5
9 1.8 3 3

28 5.6 10 8 1 3 6

23 4.6 12 3 3 4 1

20 4 9 1 4 1 5

7 1.4 0 2 1 4 0

5 2 8 1 1 1 1 1

1 4 1 0 0 0

5 2 8 2 1 1 1 0

2 0 4 0 0 0 1 1
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causes damage to other property, such as piers > floats ~ marine
railways, buildings, properly marked f fxed Efshfng gear, damage to
moored vessels by wake, snd so on. Also very important, P & I
insurance covers expenses involved in the removal of the vreck of the
insured vessel where the removal is required by law.

Now, something you have all been wafting for, the statf sties on
fishfng vessel casualties: the annual or ffve-year totals, the rate
of occurrence of named casualties, the relative standing of the named
casualty from -occurring most" dovn to "occurring least."

So, fn looking at these statistics, whet do ve learn?
Mell> I see seven glaring inadequacies:

h few of the statistics that we looked over cannot really be
controlied by owners or captains, such es; latent defects snd
lightning damage. Hovever, they amount to 9 per year, or 9 percent.
All the rest can be controlled by some legislation, indoctrination,
and/or trafning. The federal government must establfsh requirements
and standards for licensing captains snd for conducting safety
inspections and condftfon surveys. The ffshing industry itself must
take advantage of the wealth of information which is already avaflable
pertaining to safety, vessel operation, and trafnfng. Further,
inexpensive and relfable safety equ!pment fs available. Examples
are:

1! exposure suits
2! EPIRBS
3! Coast Guard-approved life !sckets
4! Coast Guard-approved fire extinguishers
5! well-equipped life rafts
6! emergency signaling devices  flares!, etc.

However, the equipment must not only be procured, it must be
maintafned, perfodfcally inspected and serviced. But while ve are
proposing all thfs, we must ask the question: "Qhat are owners,
captains, and fishermen dofng for themselves?"

@hen all fs said and done, snd given the hazardous nature af
commercial ffshing, ft fs the unsafe acts of fishetmen themselves,
plus the unsafe conditions existing on fishfng vessels, that cause
personal fn]ury, death, and damage to the vessel itself or other
property. Sa, ve are inclined to ask again: "ldhat are the avners,
captains, and crew members doing for themselves?"

Safety equipment and devices are available. Outstanding
publications are available, some of them free. Just to mention three
of them:

1! "Safety at Sea," a guide for fishing vessel owners a ~d operators,
Eram Sea Grant, Texas h 6 !f. Free!

1! the absence
2! the absence
3! the absence
4! the absence
5! the absence
6! the absence
7! the absence

of training
of safety education
of periodic safety inspectfon
of periodic condftfon surveys
of posted safety precautions
oE first-afd training
of accident preventfon programs.
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2! "Pisherman's Digest," froa the First Coast Guard District. Free!

3! Dick Allen's "Atlantic Fisherman's Handbook, only $12,95. In
Chapter V, he hss 48 pages devoted solely to safety, and for
those who ignore Chapter V, he has 18 pages in Capter VI devoted
to first aid.

So again � all of this, the equipment and the literature, is left
to the conscience of the vessel's owner, captain, and crew members.
It is available, but they themselves must make use of it.

Goudey. I found the data presented by Hr. Harrison to be most
interesting, particularly regarding the relative uaiaportance of
capsizing in New England vessel losses. I hope a siailsr
analysis of data will be performed on personal injury records to
reveal what tasks or equipment sre most hazardous.

I am curious whether there is anything about the variety of
vessels handled by Naritime Adjusters that is untypical of the
rest of the New England fleet. Csn ve, in other words, assume
this data is based on a random samplef
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LOSS CONTROL PERSPECTIVE ON FISHING VESSEL SAFETY

Nichsel P. Taylor and Kfa NscCartney
INA Loss Control Services, Inc., CIGNA

INA Loss Control Services eveluates risk for INA and Aetna, using
a group of about 50 asrine surveyors. Fishing vessels are becoafng s
easller part of the aarine insurance busfness.

Vndervrftere vent to kaov if a vessel fs suitable for operations.
Since the industry is unregulated, the insursace coapaniee sre
requiring safety equipaent, and sre providing soae rebates for safety
equipaent. They look carefully st area end tfaee snd perfods of
operation. Crev sge, physfcal condition, and training are consfdered.
Instructions have to be posted. INA issues s check-off list and other
instructional asterials vith s policy. Undervrfters are favoring
fleet operations, vhere it fe easier to control risks and losses. INA
has developed an eight-point inventory to evaluate fleet operations:

!! Nanage~nt and adafnfstrstion~ho hae responsfbilfty for
aaiatafnance and lose control?

2! Are vrittea policies sad proceduree prepared for eaergency
situatfons, personnel hiring, etc?

3! Nhat is the aanageaent selection end training policy? Nhst sre
the proaotion qualifications?

4! Is there s forasl inspection progrea, sn in-house and external
faspectfoafrevfev?

5! Are there eaployee selection and training criteria?
6! Is there a aeaas of vrftten accident input froa an eaployee,

including rec~ndatfons?
7! Mhst are the equfpaent selection and aefntenance policies? Is

equipment selectfoa appropriate to operating area?
B! Nho provides safety proaotfon snd publications?

An INA technical departaent in Philadelphia sets up training
prograae for vessel operators.
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SHALL VESSEL CAPSIZING RESEARCH

Howard A. Chstterton
Hydromechsnfcs Laboratory, U.S. Naval Academy

The U.S. Naval Academy Hydromechanics Laboratory has been
fnvolved in capsizing research for about the last three years. This
presentation will ptovide a short description of our facflfties, a
review of three ma]or research efforts related to capsizing, and a
discussion of where we are, and where we hope to go wf th this
pl ogram.

The Naval Academy fs located about 2S mlles east of Washington,
and hss sn undergraduate student body of approxfmstely 4,500 men and
women. The undergraduate point is important, The primary purpose of
our laboratory fs to support the academic program. We have no
graduate students to assist with research, although fndividual
midshipmen do credible, graduate-level research as part of their
program of studies. The engineering program took s giant step forward
in 1975, with the openfng of a new engineering studies complex known
as Rickover HsI1. Extensfve laboratory facilities were included in
the building program, snd the one we are concerned with fs the
Hydromechanfcs Laboratory  NAKL!.

The major NAHL facilities include:
~ e shfp model towing tank, 120 feet long, 8 feet vide, and 5

feet deep, equipped with a double flap wavemsker
s a ship model towing tank 380 feet long, 26 feet wide, and 16

feet deep, also equipped with a double flap wavemsker
~ s circulatfng water channel with a 16-inch-square test

section

We are fortunate fn having excellent support activftfes. A
computer sided design snd interactive graphics facility gives us the
ability to design marine vehicles and provides the input for
numerically controlled model cutting. A shop facility wf thin Rfckover
Hall produces quality models in s variety of materials. Instrumen-
tation systems include the use of lasers for mapping flow fields, both
fn the water channel and in other laboratory facilities such ss wind
tunnels. Our own laboratory has s dedicated computer system for data
reductfon and analysis.

The views expressed herein are those of the author and do not
necesssrfly reflect those of the U.S. Naval Academy or the Department
of the Navy.
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Stability demonstrations have been carried out jn a 20-foot tank
known as the Ballast Tank. Ve have equipped the tank with a ring
which places a pure moment at the center of gravity of a model up to
20 feet in length. This allows the measurement of righting arms
through 180 degrees, with the vessel free to trim. It is handy for
evaluating vessels with unusual geometry or with other characteristics
which cannot be handled by contemporary computer programs. Me have
also devised some outfitting assemblies which cannot be handled by
contemporary computer programs. Me have also devised some outfitting
assemblies which csn be easily snd cheaply duplicated by any of the
safety centers, and we would be happy to provide sketches and photos
to anyone interested

The first of three ms for stability efforts was the measurement of
the 180-degree righting-arms of the Coast Guard's 41-foot utility
boat. Several configurations of inflatable begs were evaluated to
determine which would be capable of righting the boat if it were
capsized  this boat is not self-righting!. Ve did find one
configuration which resulted in very low inverted stability, and it
was reasonable to assume that in rough weather the boat could not stay
inverted. I will discuss this further on in the presentation.

The second major effort came as a result of the 1979 Pastnet
race, which resulted in 5 capsizings, 15 fatalities, and 19
sbandonments. USNA crews and boats were involved in that race,
fortunately without mishap, A joint Society of Naval Architects and
avarice Engineers � U.S. Yacht Racing Union  SNANK/USYRU! project to
investigate yacht capsizing resulted. Our lab staff developed a
technique to combine waves of varying length into a single, repeatable
breaking wave. This is an application of basic physics, but the
ability to change wave height and move the breaking point around in
the tank for photographic analysis is s real technical achievement.

A set of two-dimensional models was built to study the effect on
capsize of:

~ length-beam ratio
~ f ree board
~ vertical center of gravity
~ roll moment of inertia
e keel  for yachts!
~ model location relative to the wave

The results are reported in "Sailing Yacht Capsizing"  Reference
1!, Some 1,150 runs were made. When these data are analyzed using
multiple linear regression techniques, the most significant factors
are the roll moment of inertia snd wave height. We are planning tests
to try to isolate other factors which appeared significant in data
plots but did not appear to be significant in the statistical
analysis. The USYRU is now developing guidelines for offshore racers,
in which they identify meteorological conditions likely to lead to
breaking waves, and suggested analysis of boat capabilities based on
an analysis of righting-arm curves. The analysis recognizes the
potential for capsize, and compares the upright and inverted stability
of a yacht as an indication of a yacht's ability to right itself,
assuming it is in rough seas.

Our third ma jor test series involved evaluating t',e capsize
characteristics of the USCG 44-foot motor lifeboat, a self-righting
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vessel. The probleu here wss to evaluate whether or uoc s large, lcm,
rub ref 1 contributed co capsize. The technique wss to aove the uodel
toward the breaking weve, at set intervals, wf th and wfthout the lower
rub rail. Statistically, we could see no difference, but while ve
were sec up, we put tbe 41-foot utility boat into the tank. We found
chat wave heights that capsized the boats in reality did, when uodeled
in the tank, capsize ths uodels snd vice versa. That vss encouraging.
We also got s surprise when we put the utility boat erich its buoyance
bags beau-to-waves. Instead of righting itself, the boat "weather
vened" fnco the sea, and becaue very stable in the capsized position.
The lesson I see here is that the rightfng-are curve analysis can be
ufslesding, snd it is dangerous to evaluate a dynaufc probleu using
the techniques of statics.

Where we sre ntw:

1! We can uodel a boat or ship dynaufcslly, snd place ic in s
repeatable breaking weve.

2! We can get s rough idea of lfuiting wave heights for survival of
a given craft at a given loading condition.

'Where ve are headed:

Ths cechnfques described sre tf~-consuufng and expensive. Ve
are trying to develop the scans cf evaluating one boat configuration
against another for capsize survival and co provide guidance for
designers. In addition, we would like to be able to evaluate loadfng
conditfons to provide guidance to operators. The only wsy to do this
econouicslly is to build a couputer sfuulscion af capsizing snd
validate ic with the uodel experfuents. We have som long range
support for this effort frou the Coast Guard's Naval Engineering
Mvfsion, goat grunch.

How far have we gotten7

The first step hss been s literature search to avoid duplication
of efforC. h nuaber of studies have been done, notably in Europe and
Japan. They confiru the validity of che Froude scaling we have been
using in che nodal experfueuts, snd provide so~ pieces for the
coupucer sodel. We know that the nodal will include at least the
foist ing eleaencs:

1! DeffuLcion of the wave refile. We currently synthesize s
bresking wave by adding up waves of different frequency. We have
to look at ths characteristics of chose waves iu couparison with
the operating envfronuent.

2! Celeel tion oi the ll e tnt~fee on e. Thin *eeioee
calculation of the forces on the craft ss the wave shape changes
beneath it. 8rftfsh atteupts to develop usthemcical uodels of
cspsfze have shown Chat, even though capsize is a very fast
event, these forces play s zfguificsnt role.

3! Water velocit effects. These are the forces brought about by
orbital velocity of the wave. Their contribucion is unknhzm.

4! Wave 1 sct loads. SozM wave load dets is available, and for
this part of the uodel we aust also look at the effecCs of water
on deck.
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5! Tri in effects. The wave forces on the hull impart s eidewsys
velocity to the vessel, with a resulting tendency to roll sway
from the wave.

6! The d nanic characteristics of the vessel. The inertial
properties of the vessel sre unquestionably important to the
evaluation, Me sre going to have to look for opportunities to
collect and catalog such basic data ss hull form parameters,
inclining data, and roll period for all types of vessels in order
to begin asking estimates of the dynamic properties.

This is obviously a long-term venture. It will be s major
milestone when we get to the point where we can make relative measures
of survivability between vessels.

References

1. "Ssilin Yacht Ca sizin ." Rirknan, Ingle, Sslsich, Chesapeake
Sailing Yacht Symposium, Annapolis, Hd. 1983.

2. "SNAtlE/OSYRU Safety fron Capsize Study--A progress Report."
kirkmsn, Salsich, The Ancient Interface XII, October 1982.
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RESISTANCE AND SEAKKKPING RESPONSE OF BULBOUS BOM RKTROFITS
ON FISHING VESSELS

Cliff Goudey
Center for Fisheries Engineering Research, NIT Sea Grant
College Prograa

The experiaental study of bulbous b<w retrofits on fishing
vessels is sn area of current research at MIT, It is being perforued
for a thesis by graduate student Angelos Heliotis as part of a broad
progrsa of research being conducted by the Center for Fisheries
Engineering Research.

Before describing soae preliainary technical findings, an
introduction to the Center is in order. The Center for Fisheries
Engineering Research was organized in 1982 as part of the NIT's
efforts related to the fishing industry.

The brief brochure being handed out describes the variety of
projects in vhich ue are presently engaged. Also described are the
test facilities available for engineering research both at MIT and at
the Navy's research facilities in Bethesda, Maryland.

An iaportant aspect of the Center is its responsiveness to the
needs and interests of the Neu England fishing industry. This is
accoaplishsd through en ective advisory coaaittee aude up of industry
mabers representing a side range of interests. This couaittee is
used to identify existing probleas, evaluate project ideas, and revieu
progress.

kost of the projects in uhicb ve are nm engaged relate to
iuptoving the efficiency or productivity of vessels and trauling gear.
No specific project deals vith safety alone; however, each project
includes a phase dealing uith the safety iaplicstions of the problea
and the solutions being studied.

The bulbous bow project ie a good exaaple of this. Its priaary
goals relate to tha efficiency of fishing vessel hulls and notions in
head seas. Reduction of aotion has an iapact on both livability and
safety. Further, aodification of hull fores can have implications on
stability and mneuverability.

The project uas begun this suer and hae been supported by the
Sea Grant Prograa, the Canadian Departaent of Fisheries and Oceans,
end by the U.S. Coast Guard through the loan of tuo trauler aodels.
The uork is still in progress; houever, I csn apeak today on cone
praliuinsry results this group my find interesting.

lte have been studying the effects of retrofit bulbs of various
disasters and prot'rusion. Bulb sizes of 10, 20, and 30 percent of the
iamereed aidship section area are being used. The longitudinal length
of the bulb is also varied, frau just at the forvard perpendicular to
1.5 disasters ahead in .5 disaster increasnts. In aost cases, the
bulbs are located as deep ae possible eithout extending belou an
extension of the keel line. Cela vater testing includes a total. of 12
different coabinations for each aodel.
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Csin water teste have been cospleted on tvo nodele: s 76-foot
single-chine hull and s 119-foot double-chine hull, both Gilbert
designs. The coastructioa of s third nodal, a 164-foot rouad-bflged
Csssdisn design, vill be coapleted soon.

Seskeeping tests will deteruine the notion respoase of the hulls
in regular head seas of eave lengths betveen 0.5 aad 3.0 of the
waterline length. These tests vill be perforasd on both bare hulls,
snd the best retrofit for each design will be baeed on resistance
perforasnce.

Reduction fa pftch fe expected, since this fs the priaary reaeoa
bulbous bw iastallatioa hss becoms a coaaoa part of converting Meet
Coast crabbers to trsvlers. Reports of owners, designers, snd ship
yards have confirmed these benefits; however, there has been little
docuuentatfoa of it, and fafonmtfon on resistance effects is not
available. The design of these "seakeeping" bulbs hss evolved wfthout
gufdsnce frou appropriate nodal tests. It fe thfe vofd that our
present work ie mant to fill.

The princfpal function of s ship's bulb ie to generate a vsve of
coaparsble asgnftude but opposite phase to the hull'e bov wave. These
waves tend to caacel each other, reducing significantly ths wave-
aakiag portion of the ship's resistance. This phenomenon fs obvfously
aost useful on displscesant hulls driven at high speed/length ratios.

There ie a couaoa suspicion that only large ships can benefit
frou bulbous bove ~ 1Afle ft fs true that bulbs are ubiquitous on
serchsnt ships, tankers, and naval vessels, their ecarcfty on fiehfng
vessels fs priuariiy due to the absence of design guidance appropriate
to today's fishing hulls. The rsage of bull fores for which test
results sre available does not include the stubby, hardmhfned vessels
that have evolved ia the U.S. fisheries.

The results to date reveal soue interesting trends. The bulb
sixes that appear opti~l are larger than are found on conventional
ships. As shown fn the accoapsnyfng graph, of the coubfnatione tested
the 20 percent bulb has superior perforaance. These are graphs of the
best length for each bulb disaster.

In each case, the bulb fs detriuentsl at later speeds. This ie
due to either ineffective vsvu cancellstfoa or added ekfa friction
resistance, or both. It can be seea that the 20 percent bulb reduces
the resistance at speeds over 6.5 knots. At the norusl stesaiag
speeds, betveen 9 and 11 knots, the resistance fs reduced by 20 to 25
percent.

The apparent penalty at lover speeds ie relatively unfuportaat
because of the low horsepower raqufreasats. In addftion, the
seskeepiag benefits usy nore than sake up for any lose through
fuproved working coaditioas and higher propeller efficiencies.

The safety fuplicstfone of this vork are twofold. Reduced vessel
notions should have s positive iapact oa crew productivity, vith less
fatigue aad risk of injury. On the other hand, the bulbs can have a
negative influence on stabflfty unless they are kept bsllastad. Osing
the bulbs for fuel or freshwater taakage would be flE advised, since
whoa eupty the low-slung buoyancy vould present an upsettfng aoasat.

Our testiag sad analysis should be coupleted fa the aext couple
of soothe. I will place the attendees of thfe conference oa the
dfetributioa of project reports.



The end results of our tests vill be guidelines for the optimse
size of bulb based on hull characteristics snd expressed sa s
percentage of the aidship section ares. Sulb size vill therefore be
custontzed to each vessel under consideration.

Opportunities for the asnufscture of standard bulb retrofits esy
exist; hovever, the shapes being considered csn easily be fabricated
by aost boat yards. The henisphericsl cape of these bulbs are
econoaicslly obtainable froa steel suppliers ss end caps for pressure
tanks. To sons extent, bulb size asy be based on the exact disaster
of available heaispheres.

The concept of using fiberglass es a aaterisl for the retrofit
bulbs vould probably be appropriate and coat-effective only on
fiberglass vessels. The potential, therefore, ia soeevhat liaited,
especially in Nev gnglsnd, vhere the mjority of fiberglass vessels
sre planing or aeai-displacenent.

76' TRAWLER WITH BULBS

0 Use Ia the OuRNeei Isa alaeco

IO

-10

saves  Keels!
+ zoo as% 4 30% MhQ 105 Su&

Pigure 1. Ths resistance effects of bulbous bov retrofits.
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MARINE INDEX BUREAU'S CONNERCIAL FISHING SAFETY PROGRAH

Bruno J. Augenti and Ezra Schneier
Harine Index Bureau, Inc., New York

 Submitted in writing for inclusion in these proceedings!

Descri tion of Pro ect

The high rate of casualties and high cost of vessel insurance in
the fishing industry are of great concern to the entire U.S.
commercial fishing cosssunity. Many remedies have been proposed snd
considered. But, first, s comprehensive examination of the accidents
and injut'ies is necessary to serve as s base for improvement. The
Narine Index Bureau  NIB! initiated s study under contract to the
National Council of Fishing Vessel Safety and Insurance  NCFVSI! to
determine the feasibility of compiling snd analyzing fishing vessel
casualty data. A pilot survey wss undertaken to gather data frost many
sources. Preliminary analysis was conducted to determine the
significant factors which contribute to fishing casualties and
injuries. These factors were examined as possible contributors or
correlations of the frequency of specific casualties and, where
reported, of related costs.

The pilot study was successfully completed. A computerized
system for receiving, processing, and analyzing data was established.
Specially designed report forms were created and widely distributed by
RIB to all possible sources of casualty data. All regions of the
United States responded to the pilot survey, indicating that industry
recognized the need for a central data bank of casualty and injury
information to serve as a base for improving the safety of fishing
operations and preserving lives of f ishermen. This supports one of
the major conclusions--that there is s definite need for a centralized
data bank on fishing vessel casualties and crew injuries.

Based on responses from the survey, and from comments noted at
various conferences snd meetings held over the past two years, it is
clear that there is an interest in building a data base for fishing
vessel casualties. The lack of reliable information in this area
continually creates problems in terms of interpreting fishing
casualties. Mithout this date base there is no clear direction that
can be pursued in resolving the current problems associated with
fishing vessel safety and the high cost and lack of avai1ability of
vessel insurance.

Using this data base, the frequency, types, and causes of
all previous accidents could be analyzed to determine the significant
factors that contribute to commercial fishing casualties snd personnel
injuries. The data on crew injuries should help to insure that
insurance costs are equitably assessed according to the level of risk.
By identifying problem areas and making recommendations for improving
vessel safety, the HIB program vill help reduce accident losses.
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the Dsts Bank

In 1978, the National Council of Fishing Vessel Safety snd
Insurance vas organised by concerned individuals and associations
representing sll major sectors of the U.S. seafood industry. Although
rhs NCFVSI's membership varied geographically, covering the entire
United States, snd professionally, ranging from insurance companies to
fishery associat fons, sll recognised the need to address the issue of
fishing vessel safety.

In 1982, the HCPYSI began s project vith the Marine Index Bureau
to carry out a pflot survey on establishing a fishing vessel
accident-reportfng system, Pounded in 1937, the Hsrine Index Bureau
operates s system of receiving casualty data and providing a
depository of such data for the U.S. maritime industry ss an aid to
industry safety, health, snd accident-prevention programs. There are
presently over 7 mfllion records fn the 11IB data bank.

The American co~rcfal ffshfng industry is currently facing
drastic marine insurance problems. Fishing vessel damage and sinkfngs
along vith costly personal injury settlements have caused P & I and
hull insurance premfums to become prohibftively expensive. The result
fs inadequate coverage or no insurance at all.

lifgher insurance costs contribute to fncressed prices of seafood
products and lover demand in the market place, ultimately leaving the
coamercial fishermen snd fleet ovners and operators «ith fallfng
seafood sales and rising insurance costs.

Vessel casualty and personal injury information disseminated to
the fishfng snd insurance fndustrfes through NCFVSI nevslerters,
special reports, snd trade publicat fons serves as s useful aid in
anslysing the principal types snd causes of reported incidents.
Understanding snd targeting problem areas can lead to:

o avoiding unnecessary recurrence of vork-related sccfdents
o improved safety records
o lover insurance costs for fishermen
o reduction in the number of fatalities and in the pain snd

suffering of fishermen

The Commercial Fishing Vessel Safety Program can help achieve these
goals'
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The following is an evaluation of the reporting system, aa set up by
the Marine Index Bureau;

PROJECT EVALUATION

APPLICATION OP MIB/NCFVSI COMMERCIAL PISHING ACCIDENT REPORTING
SYSTEM

REPORT TO MIB

Fishfng Vessel Owner/Operators, Insurance Companies, etc., report
vessel casualties and personnel injuries to MIB. Information is
entered into MIB Data Bank.

IDENT IPY PROBLEMS

Based on reported infot'matfon, identffy and correlate frequent
commercial fishing accidents/fn!uries and their principal causes.

SUGGEST AND IMPLEMENT REMEDIES

Industry suggests and implements remedfes to solve recognised
problems.

IMPROVES SAFETY-REDUCED ACCIDKHT LOSSES

Improved commercial fishing safety records lead to lower rfsks and
losses for Insurance Companfes.

PISUERMEN PAY U%ER INSURANCE PREMIUMS

COMMERCIAL FISHING OPERATING COSTS ARE DECREASED

STABLE AHD REASONABLE PRICES POR SEAFOOD PRODUCTS

IHCREASED DEMAHD FOR SEAFOOD PRODUCTS

The fmpact of savings realized by lower costs cannot fail to
reflect on all areas of the fishfng industry. Lower operatfng costs
mean lower prices; lower prices invite hfgher consumer demand.
Finally, the U.S. commercial fishing industry will be competitfve with
its counterparts throughout the world.
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